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human interest stories to members of the LCAC
community. It is published for the annual Fleet Support
Conference, held this year from7-9 October 2008 at
ACU 5.
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Seaman Krystal Cobb, ramp marshal for Beach
Master Unit (BMU) 2, directs LCAC 87 onto the
beach to transport Marines and equipment to
the amphibious assault ship USS Iwo Jima.
the LCAC bulletin

photo by Seaman Chad R. Erdmann
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View from the Bridge

s Program Manager, I look back on the accomplishments
of the LCAC division of the Amphibious Warfare
Program Office this last year with pride and satisfaction. The
last of 13 SLEP LCACs from Textron Marine and Land
Systems, and the first eight SLEP craft from L-3/Titan Unidyne
have been delivered. We have exercised the options for the
FY06 and FY07 SLEP craft and will soon award the FY08
SLEP contract. Additionally, this year we had nine craft go
through the Fleet Modernization Program (FMP).

Over the next several years we will rely on these modernized
craft to enhance the readiness of our LCAC Fleet and to sustain
the Fleet until the new Ship-to-Shore Connector (SSC) replaces
LCAC beginning in 2019. As the age of the LCAC Fleet
continues to rise, we will be presented with many challenges in
our efforts to meet LCAC readiness requirements. LCACs face a
never ending fight against corrosion, parts obsolescence, and
changing C4N technology.

The CRAFTMAIN process implemented over the last year to
align the LCAC maintenance and operating processes with the
Surface Warfare Enterprise, will ensure that the Program Office
directs scarce resources to the highest priority Fleet
Modernization Craft Changes. The Program Office will
continue to work closely with the ACUs to develop Maintenance
and Repair strategies that maximize the return on investment of
both Program Office and Fleet funds. In addition, as a result of
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SLEP lessons learned, we
will be concentrating on
addressing known
funding shortfalls in
SLEP in order to address
more repair work.

As I close, let me again
commend the LCAC
community for the spirit
of teamwork that exists to
respond to program issues
and critical, urgent, and
emerging requirements.
The accomplishments of
the LCAC community
this year could not have
Capt. Jeff Riedel
happened without the
professionalism and ingenuity of many talented individuals.
I am continually impressed by the resident subject matter
experts and the wealth of knowledge that exists to support this
program. The next several years will test our resolve and force
us to be even more dedicated to this spirit of teamwork and
accomplishment. I know we are up to the task. I am confident
with continual teamwork of the LCAC community we will meet
all the maintenance and operational challenges of the coming
year. Keep up the good work!
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At the Cutting Edge: ACU 4

had the opportunity to attend the 2007 Fleet Support
Conference prior to taking the helm at ACU 4 and it was an
outstanding way to get started. From the onset, I have been
taken aback with all the moving parts and various highly
energized entities that comprise the LCAC community. After a
year in command, my sense from Day One has been confirmed:
we have a highly motivated and dedicated group of civil
servants and contractors that will do whatever it takes keep the
LCACs on top of the Amphibious Triad.

Thus, I have decided to divert from a traditional Commanding
Officer input, where the Unit achievements are highlighted and,
instead, focus on the organizations that allow ACU 4 to operate
at the "Tip of the Spear." I will let the remainder of the ACU 4
inputs in this edition of On Cushion discuss the many
achievements of my very special command.

PMS377J: The BEST. I have never experienced a NAVSEA
organization that is more focused on the welfare of their end
users. Under the incredible tutelage of Captain Reidel and Tom
"Work 18 Hours a Day" Rivers, PMS377J is totally
mission-oriented to address LCAC issues in a timely and
effective manner. Without Program Office SLEP, System
Upgrade, Fleet Modernization Plan (FMP) availabilities, Phased
Maintenance Plan, and regular community meetings to address
outstanding issues, I can't imagine where we'd be at the Unit
level.

Their efforts have kept us afloat in the midst of severe OPTAR
deficiencies. In addition to Captain Riedel and Tom, special
thanks go out to the entire PMS377J team. Walt Mebane and
youngster Jim Thelander have provided superb engineering
design support; Sergio Torres and Steve Maloney have managed
to provide maintenance availability support help beyond
anything we could imagine; Dave Yauger has tweaked and
improved the Field SLEP process despite the complications of
dealing with fixed price contracts; Ed Binczewski has kept us
moving ahead as we upgrade the LCAC C4N suites; Basem
Makar has kept the engine program upgrade program moving
ahead effectively; and the rest of the staff as been as equally
superb.

N85: In a wartime environment of austere funds, Jeff Kent has
been a most effective point man. With LCAC SLEP/Readiness
coming out of the 2008 Amphibious Operational Advisory
Group as the number three priority, hopefully Jeff will have
some more ammunition to work with to improve OPTAR
funding in the out-years.

PMS377J Support Contractors: What a dedicated group. Where
else will you find four SEPTUAGENARIANS (in no particular
age order: Jim Tucker, Vic Cohen, George Detraz, and
Bob Farrell) sticking around to help keep the support focus

moving forward. That
says it all about the
commitment that
LCAC garners. Ron
Bass provides
outstanding direction
to this highly
motivated group that
routinely
professionally tackles
the pertinent
issues. There are too
many individuals to
single out but I would
like to thank John
Swanson for his
tireless efforts to
develop fixes for Unit
Capt. Scott Anderson
maintenance problems.

Boston Whatever They are Called These Days (AKA Planning
Yard): BRAC has convoluted what we call this band of brethren
but their plate is full and they always deliver. Despite a small
workforce, they manage to stay on top of a never-ending set of
work packages (Field SLEP, System Upgrades, and FMP
availabilities), configuration audits, the Maintenance Tablet
initiative, and a host of other activities including maintaining
technical manuals. Despite the organizational chaos that BRAC
has caused, the most able leadership of Dan Shostak and Paul
Feeney has kept this proud and distinguished organization a
driving force within our community. The Planning Yard also has
an outstanding alignment of contractor support doing much of
the yeoman's work. Marine Systems Corporation, led by Dave
Cookman, and Computer Science Corporation, under Bill
Kone's guidance, and their associated support staffs are terrific.

NSWC-Philadelphia: Our engine In Service Engineering Agent
(ISEA). Another dynamic organization that is totally dedicated
to getting the best bang for the buck for the LCAC. Joe Lawton,
Rick Bonafede, Joe Ranero, Mike Mnich and several other
highly dedicated civil servants work tirelessly to maximize
ETF40B and APU efficiencies within the LCAC fleet. The fleet
is anxiously awaiting the Field SLEP torque table modifications
that are currently being considered. I thank them for their
professionalism.

NSWC-PCD: Our hull, mechanical, and electronic ISEA.
Despite a host of issues, they deliver on all cylinders. They are
another vibrant organization that has nothing but the best
interests of the LCAC community in mind. This multifaceted
organization sets the pace for developing modernization
initiatives to keep a 20-year (by design) craft operating for
thirty-plus years. Gregg Simmons and Pat Spring have provided
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farsighted oversight that has promoted a very pro-active
organization ready to help at a moment’s notice. ACU 4 has a
special place in our collective hearts for NSWC-PCD's Fleet
Support guru: Bob Adkins. He is a one-of-a-kind dynamo that
really cares about the fleet. Bob my guys love you! Thanks for
the great support. That great support spreads throughout the
Panama City structure. On the HME front, John Pipkin has
fashioned a dedicated group that works non-stop to stay ahead
of pressing issues. Bill Buffkin and Cindy Grover-Updyke also
lead a most talented group of C4N experts that work non-stop to
stay ahead of communications upgrade issues. They have
frequently saved our bacon. I also can't say enough about the
help Jeff Kempton and Nancy Bishop give us on the logistics
front. Thanks. NSWC-PCD also has a cadre of support
contractors that are magnificent; too many to mention but a
special thanks for all the support Rich Clampitt has provided.
NAVICP/DLA: The fearless logistics leader is Jim Deardorff
and a better one can not be found! Jim has put Logistics back on
the LCAC map and none to soon. Jim, thanks for your tireless
efforts. You have made a difference far beyond what you'll ever
realize. Within NAVICP, Rick Putt and Cindy Cline, and their
support staff have provided a take-charge attitude that has
resulted in much improved supply support on the shelves.
Joe Moore and his group has done the same at DLA.
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ACU 4 OSRs: Last, but certainly not least, is my band of OSR
extraordinaires. Led by Joe Greene, I have a consummate group
of professionals supporting every facet of ACU 4 operations,
maintenance, and logistics. My engine OSRs, Joe Pugh and
Lowell Fredericks are second to none; my SLEP OSR, Jerry
Faircloth, is a wealth of knowledge, my HME OSR, Kevin
Gerber, turns coal into gold; my logistics OSR's, Lee
Weatherford and Tom Hofsiss, keep us ahead of the logistics
power curve and are invaluable resources; my C4N OSR, Steve
Dunaway, stays on top of numerous challenges and brings the
C4N workforce along with him as we upgrade the LCAC C4N
inventory; my Boston Planning Yard contingent, John Seals,
Audie Drakeford, and Walt Rogers, are as busy as anyone at the
command as they lead the way in every planned maintenance
activity; as my R&M OSR, Mary Kohut, is charting new waters
as the command gets its hands around obtaining meaningful
reliability data.

In closing, I am most appreciative of everyone's dedication to
our wonderful program. I fear I might have left out some
deserving organizations/personnel in this attempt to say thank
you to the entire community. If I have, it was not intentional.
Everyone in the community deserves to hold their heads up
high. You are all winners and you have ACU 4's gratitude for
your continual efforts to maintain us "Above and Beyond."
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At the Cutting Edge: ACU 5

reetings from Assault Craft Unit FIVE. I have now served
in command for over a year and a half, and the period has
truly been one of the most challenging and dynamic times in my
career. I recognize more than ever the unique and critical
capability that the LCAC brings to the fleet. Without the
outstanding support of our in-house uniformed mechanics,
engineers and operators, and a host of on-site representatives,
Program Office experts, and contractors, none of our LCACs
would be able to maintain the high OPTEMPO they do, while
also meeting their ever-growing operational commitments.

Throughout the past year, ACU 5 remained deployed and busy
supporting worldwide operations. Deploying a total of 11 craft
with the BON HOMME RICHARD, TARAWA, and PELELIEU
Expeditionary Strike Groups (ESGs), ACU 5 Sailors provided
continuous, ready support to Operational Commanders in the
THIRD, FIFTH, and SEVENTH Fleets.
While deployed, ACU 5 Sailors supported both OPERATIONS
IRAQI FREEDOM and ENDURING FREEDOM. Sailors and
craft also participated in exercises throughout SEVENTH Fleet,
including Fall Patrol 2007, Spring Patrol and Foal Eagle 2008,
TRANSPORTEX 08, IWO JIMAEX 08, and COBRA GOLD
08. ACU 5 crews also participated in IRON FIST 2008, the
Great White Fleet transit to Seattle, and RIMPAC 2008.

The west coast LCAC fleet was featured on television shows
for the Smithsonian Channel, Discovery Channel’s showcase
production, “Really Big Things,” and the Speed Channel’s
“Supercars Exposed.” Our LCAC were players in a variety of
high profile public events, including the San Diego Sea and Air
Parade and the city of Oceanside’s Harbor Days and Military
Appreciation Day. ACU 5’s outstanding public reputation and
well-established presence in Northern San Diego County has
also led to our site being chosen to host the September
Immigration and Naturalization Ceremony.

Additionally, with the support of Naval Beach Group ONE, we
have played a key role in tailoring the principles of SHIPMAIN
and the Surface Warfare Enterprise (SWE) to the LCAC fleet
and to the related readiness and maintenance guidelines under
which we operate. By adopting these principles under the title
of CRAFTMAIN, we have been able to leverage these
initiatives to achieve improvements to readiness, better budget
targets, improved metric analysis, and more reliable predictive
models. A few of these initiatives are listed below:
Devised a predictive planning tool that provides enhanced
transparency into our required proficiency hours, mission
requirements, and the cost of an operating hour, while
integrating all of these factors to determine their impact on
overall LCAC readiness and OPTAR expenditure rates.

Implemented a common ACU 4 and ACU 5 maintenance
scheduling format, improved our Automated Work Request

(AWR) inputs with the aid
of better metrics and
analysis, streamlined our
craft configuration data
bases, and instituted a more
efficient approach to the
craft alteration prioritization and selection process.

Addressed a number of
critical corrosion and
structural repair
maintenance issues, exacerbated by aging craft and
an insufficient in-house
welding capacity, by
gaining Program
Office funding for training Capt. Geoffrey T. Pack
and hiring contracted civilian welders.

Identified the need to better define doctrine, policies, and
procedures to establish an LCAC Forward Operating Base
(FOB) concept. By drafting the initial requirements and
addressing current deficiencies in FOB tactics and techniques,
we have successfully brought this issue to the attention of the
Naval Warfare Development Center. With assistance from the
THIRD fleet staff, we are pursuing a TACMEMO which will
address and hopefully resolve this operational deficiency.

Gained approval and funding to adapt the MFOM and TFOM
metrics for LCAC use, consistent with the entire surface force.
This effort is expected to replace a number of complex readiness
standards with the same well-known readiness and training
criteria increasingly used by all fleet units.
And finally, designed and implemented a five-year craft swap
plan that will allow us to provide upgraded, modernized craft
from our Camp Pendleton facility which have already
undergone SLEP to our forward deployed facility in Sasebo,
while returning aging craft in need of repairs. Additionally,
through a recently signed Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU), we have achieved an expanded maintenance and repair
relationship with SRF Yokosuka/Sasebo Detachment for our
seven forward deployed craft.

ACU 5 remains ready to answer new challenges, whether
deployed, or shore-based. LCACs are still the craft of choice for
a number of amphibious and non-traditional roles and missions,
especially for the ESG Commanders. As we continue to work
these craft we will need the great support of our uniformed
experts and their civilian technical support teams. I wish all the
Officers, Chief Petty Officers, and crewmembers in our LCAC
world, and the many civilians who help us on a daily basis, my
sincerest thanks for your support and commitment to this unique
LCAC community. We simply couldn’t do it without you!
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LCAC 40

LCAC 40: Textron’s Last SLEP Boat
O
n the morning of 18 Dec 2007, LCAC 40, Textron’s last
SLEP LCAC under the FY05 contract got underway and
flew through the Chef Pass bridge in New Orleans, LA.
The crew chose the Chef Pass bridge as their departure route
after discovering that the Chef Menteur bridge was not fully
operational. That bridge was being rebuilt and a barge
underneath it made it impossible for the LCAC to pass
underneath it.

Several dozen people were on hand to participate in LCAC 40’s
trials including members of the Textron Test and Management
Crew, the INSURV team, LCAC 40’s crew, and representatives
from both the Program Office and SUPSHIP New Orleans.
Photos: Right: Crew members inspect various parts of the
LCAC before it departs. Below: Members of the Textron Test
and Management Crew, the INSURV team, LCAC 40’s crew,
and representatives from both the Program Office and
SUPSHIP New Orleans. Next page: Top: LCAC 40 prepares
to head under the Chef Pass bridge. Bottom: LCAC 40
undergoes tests and trials under the watchful eyes of
Textron’s Test and Managment Crew.
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RIMPAC 2008

LCACs Participate in RIMPAC 2008
R
im of the Pacific (RIMPAC) is the world’s largest multinational exercise scheduled biannualy by the U.S. Pacific Fleet.
Participants included the U.S., Australia, Canada, Chile, Japan,
the Netherlands, Peru, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, and the
United Kingdom. This year’s LCACs were represented by ACU 5.

RIMPAC 2008 has been more than a successful occurrence of
military exercises for the members of the of ACU 5 team. Despite
10

the various expectations, held by many individuals to whom this
was a first time RIMPAC experience, this nearly two-month
underway evolution offered challenges for everyone involved.
The spectrum of such challenges ranged from adjusting to ship
life on board of Bonhomme Richard (BHR), to changing out a
major gearbox within hours long past taps. In addition to
countless encounters of underway challenges, many sailors will
bring with them unforgettable memories which they gained
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during their visit in the port at Pearl Harbor. Some of those
memories included discovering the wonderful island of Oahu,
enjoying leisurely activities sponsored by MWR, and simply
taking advantage of ample amounts of sunshine.

For many junior sailors from the ACU 5 team adjusting to life
aboard a ship was a challenge. Standing in line for 45 minutes for
chow became a daily routine. Getting lost and having to take

alternate routes during numerous General Quarters (GQ) drills
was not always a great adventure. During all sorts of weather,
everyone eventually got used to the uneven “grounds” as well as
the pitching and rolling of the ship. Despite all the little
adjustments one had to make, the ship’s staff had organized
several activities for sailors to help to “pass the time” in a more
enjoyable manner. For instance, we will always remember our
first Steel Beach Picnic when “the anchors” served us sailors,
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RIMPAC 2008

some food they had grilled. Also, the Ice-Cream Socials, with
plenty of ice-cream and some loud karaoke, which was very
delightful especially when a sailor was not embarrassed by his or
her lack of singing skills. In addition to this entertainment,
sailors aboard BHR were pleased to see the Australian Royal
Navy Band perform fantastic rock music.

As for providing quick and effective support in transferring
cargo and personnel from ship to shore, the ACU 5 team met
every aspect of that goal. Operations were carried out in a timely
manner and heavy loads managed with a great sense of safety in
mind. The numerous locations Landing Craft exercises offered a
variety of different landing opportunities. Crafts transported
cargo from Ford Island to the Bonhomme Richard (BHR). The
actual RIMPAC exercises were conducted on Barking Sands
Beach and scenic Bellows Beach.

Total weight of loads carried between LCAC 29, 48, and 56
reached approximately to 1,713,000 lbs. In addition to carrying
such heavy loads, there were personnel, roughly 500 individuals,
transported between three crafts. Another noteworthy and
significant event for hovercrafts during this year’s RIMPAC
exercises was the fact that LCACs conducted pierside
operations. This was the first time LCAC operations have been
performed pierside. Even though these missions only covered a
fraction of the whole LCAC operations scheme, it was a first
time opportunity to look out of starboard cabin (or the port
“bubble) and gaze at the Arizona Memorial and the
USS Missouri as the crafts glided towards Ford Island.
Even with the minor casualties that all the three crafts
encountered, there was nothing that would have halted the
operations of any of the ACU 5’s crafts during RIMPAC. LCAC
29 opened up a line of underway challenges when the port APU
of that craft became kaput. Of course, nothing is impossible for
the hardworking crew of the LCAC 29 and therefore a new APU
was shipped aboard of BHR and replaced within a day. Thus, returned to FMC status and ready to fully support the RIMPAC,
LCAC 29 was up and running.

Life did not stop for LCAC 48 after the crew discovered that the
number five right angle gearbox had a chipped bearing.
Ambitions to fully support the RIMPAC exercises was enough to
CASREP a new gearbox. After receiving a brand new gearbox,
the crew put in countless hours of hard work installing it so the
craft could return to PMC condition to assist in RIMPAC evolutions.

As for incidents aboard LCAC 56, there was a serious setback
after the back load of BMU 1 equipment and personnel. The
number one main engine Power Turbine blades fractured,
placing the engine in OOC condition, which was an enormous
hindrance to the craft placing it in PMC condition. Catastrophic
damages were forestalled during a final FOD walk-down, when a
piece of the power turbine blade was discovered by a deck
engineer in the midship of the craft deck.
Although the seven-week RIMPAC felt like a six-months cruise
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to some, the experience and knowledge that was obtained, and
the mentorship, will be carried by all ACU 5’s Det. “F”
personnel throughout their navy careers. For half of ACU’s
RIMPAC 2008 participants, this is their first impression of
shipboard life and what it takes to be a part of the LCAC
community including the teamwork, planning and the execution
of the task at hand to get the mission accomplished safely,
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quickly and with a smile. That is what truly makes: “No Beach
out of Reach” for ACU 5.

The sailors of ACU 5 take genuine pride in their work and
thoroughly enjoyed their RIMPAC 2008 experience. Many are
looking forward to next year’s deployment and have wonderful
memories to share with friends and family at home.

Above: LCAC 56 enters a welldeck as part of RIMPAC 2008
exercises.
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IA in Iraq

To Iraq and Back: A Chaplain’s Thoughts

ACU 5 Chaplain goes IA to Iraq and Sees The War in a Different Light

L

Chaplain Jeffrey Han with members of the US and Iraqi forces in Mosul, Iraq.

ike another servant of God named Jonah, I never planned
on going to Nineveh. I mention this because my recent six
month tour took me to Mosul, Iraq, a few miles from the actual
historical site of Nineveh. Furthermore, Jonah’s tomb is just a
stone’s throw away from the very place where he preached to
God’s people thousands of years before. However, the big
difference between Jonah and me is that he arrived to his place
of duty in a belly of a whale, whereas I rode into Mosul with my
sea bags in tow on a HUMVEE!
My place of duty during my Individual Augmentee (IA) tour
was with 2nd Iraqi Army Division Military Transition Team.
These small groups of highly trained professional U.S. Army
soldiers (normally 12-15 personnel per team) are responsible for
training and advising the Iraqi Army, so they can eventually be
self sustaining tactically, operationally and logistically within
their own country. In addition, these groups of Mitt teams are
located through out Northern Iraq. Wherever there are Iraqi
military, police or border patrol forces present, our teams are
embedded with them.
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One of the unique features of this job is that it requires one to
live alongside one’s Iraqi Army counterpart within the same
location. This, of course, means that one would also share the
same hardships and dangers with them everyday. The result of
such a close working relationship is that it will enable one to
build and foster a sense of mutual trust and interdependency that
very few experience in their combat tours.

My recent deployment has been one of the most meaningful
experiences of my life. From a naval chaplain’s point of view,
there is absolutely nothing more powerful or rewarding than my
being able to provide sacramental and pastoral care to soldiers
and sailors who are serving our nation in harms way.
Speaking from personal experience, I will no longer complain
about the commuting hassles in Southern California again!
While serving in Mosul, for instance, even the simple act of
driving from one place to another in a convoy is a dangerous
proposition. We have had convoys, for example, which have
taken multiple hits within the same week, or even the same
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day—just from their coming and going in their routine
operations. The raw courage exhibited by these brave soldiers
and sailors on a daily basis out there is truly astounding.

Along with my doing traditional duties as a chaplain, I frequently
lead small post combat debriefing sessions, either one-on-one or
with small convoy group of soldiers, who had received direct
attack from the enemy: i.e., small arms, mortar fire, or taking a
hit from a roadside IEDs. It is no surprise that many out there are
very open to thoughts or conversations about life and spirituality.
Among my many pastoral duties there, I enjoyed the privilege
of leading many prayers for God’s blessings and
protection for convoy missions as well as newly established sites
where the soldiers will be living with their Iraqi counterparts.

Likewise, I will never forget the warm hospitality that was shown
to us from our Iraqi counterparts. One of the most memorable

Chaplain Jeffrey Han in Mosul, Iraq during his IA deployment.

experiences occurred when I was invited to join one of our team
chiefs to have supper with his Iraqi counterpart. This Iraqi
commanding officer was a graceful host who kept us laughing all
evening with hilarious anecdotes from his time served in the
army. After hearing his stories, I am now fully convinced that the
ongoing challenges of military bureaucracy and personnel
problems are truly the same world over.

Because of my experiences in Iraq, I consider myself richer for it.
For someone who has been a life long history aficionado, I am
most appreciative for the ringside seat to watch Middle East
history in the making. Equally important, I believe the quality of
life for the Iraqi people will be better off for their next generation
because of the incredible and selfless sacrifices our men and
women in uniform have made in their behalf.
Above all, I am humbled that I had the opportunity to minister to
the Iraqis, my fellow soldiers and sailors in a significant way.
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Improving Skirt Systems

NSWC-PC Continues Work on Skirt Systems

T

he Advanced Skirt is now entering into its next phase production of a full-scale prototype design for installation,
testing, and evaluation aboard the LCAC. The objective of this
new skirt design is to provide the capability to operate in heavier
seas with sea state 4 being the threshold requirement. The target
platform is the Ship-to-Shore Connector (SSC), the follow-on
craft to the LCAC. The use on the legacy LCAC is also a
possibility. Since the LCAC was designed to be capable of
performing ship-to-shore missions up to sea state 3, this would
require advances in skirt technology. Therefore, this effort is
part of the Future Naval Capabilities (FNC) program, with
funding being provided by the Office of Naval Research (ONR).
Initially a Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) was issued
requesting proposals to develop skirt designs that would meet
the stated objectives. In the beginning of the program, it was
thought that achieving higher sea state capability than that of the
current LCAC’s Deep Skirt would likely require an increase in
cushion height. This was based on the operational experience
gained from upgrading from the legacy skirt to the Deep Skirt
(with a greater cushion height) enabling the craft to carry
heavier loads in higher sea states. This also agrees with
conventional hovercraft skirt design wisdom that a higher
cushion height will minimize wave slamming of the underside
of the hull. The wave slamming is detrimental in that it
increases hydrodynamic drag from the increased friction
between the hull and water, plus, it makes for a rougher ride
from the wave-slam induced accelerations.

However, it was recognized that the Deep Skirt was already at
the upper limit for cushion height in order to be able to fit into
the well deck of current amphibious ships. Since the Navy isn’t
going to scrap its current amphibs and build new ones with
bigger well decks, any significant skirt size increase would
require some sort of variable geometry feature. In this way, the
skirt would retract its height (and possibly beam) in order to
enter the well deck, and then deploy to full size for normal
operations. While such a larger, retractable skirt could offer
more potential in operating in higher sea states, the tradeoff
would be the inherent higher cost, complexity, and maintenance
issues arising from a retraction mechanism with moving parts.
Plus, there is the risk that a failure of the mechanism would
prevent the SSC/LCAC from either entering the well deck or
from completing its mission.

Therefore two different companies- CDI Marine and Icon
Polymer - were selected to offer a good balance between risk
and potential performance. The CDI approach was seen as more
conservative and less technically ambitious, yet with reduced
technical and maintenance risk since it did not include a
retraction mechanism. The cushion height was only increased
slightly, and instead the focus was on skirt drag reduction and
16

improved responsiveness, with lowered lift fan speed used to
modestly reduce cushion height for well deck entry. The Icon
approach was pushing the envelope in regards to potential
performance and advancements in skirt technology by going
with a substantially taller cushion. It incorporated a retraction
mechanism using “pneumatic muscles” and an inflatable collar
to dynamically deploy and retract the skirt.

In parallel with the efforts of CDI and Icon to develop their
designs, Textron Marine & Land Systems (TM&LS) was
developing another skirt design that had been funded under the
SSC program. The focus of the Textron effort was not so much
on improved sea state capability, but on all-around performance
and better maintainability. This design actually reduces the
cushion height somewhat, primarily by reducing finger height
and changing to a single bubble. The model testing of the
Textron skirt was incorporated into the Advanced Skirt program,
and in the fall of 2007, all three companies had finished their
designs and delivered to the Navy 1/12- scale model skirts for
installation and testing on a 1/12 scale LCAC model that had
been built by NSWC Panama City Division.

After performing a flow-box calibration to define the
pressure-flow characteristics of the model’s lift system, the
model was shipped to NSWC Carderock (NSWC-CD) for tow
tank testing on carriage number 3 of the David Taylor Model
Basin. This is an indoor rectangular tow tank with a width of
21 ft, a total length of 2068 ft, and a depth of 16 ft for the
deep-water section and 10 ft for the shallow-water section. The
basin includes a wavemaker capable of making irregular waves
up to 14 in significant wave height (or 14 ft at model scale) with
a spectrum resembling typical ocean wave patterns. The model
was outfitted with instrumentation for measuring bag and
cushion pressures, lift fan speed, and accelerations at multiple
points on the hull. The tow tank/ carriage included
instrumentation for measuring such things as drag and other
forces, speed, heave, pitch, roll and yaw, and wave profiles.

Head-to-head tow tank testing of all three contractor skirts, plus
the baseline Deep Skirt, was performed by Carderock in order to
evaluate the performance, seakeeping, and stability of each skirt in
comparison to baseline. This was quite an extensive effort
requiring over three months of testing, usually at double shifts of
16 hours/day, for a total of 3536 carriage runs and 6306
collections of data made at various speeds, craft weights, and wave
conditions ranging from calm water up to sea state 5, and at
various design configuration iterations for the contractor’s skirts.

Based on the results of the tow tank testing, a rigorous selection
process was conducted to objectively evaluate each skirt
compared to baseline. The selection criteria emphasized
performance, consisting of drag at hump and cruise speeds in a
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range of sea conditions and seakeeping motions
(pitch and heave response and peak vertical
accelerations).

Drag is important because this determines
whether a given speed can be achieved by the
“real life” craft with its available thrust. If at any
point the lines cross and the total drag exceeds
craft thrust then the craft won’t be able to get past
that point. Seakeeping motions are important
from both a craft structure/equipment standpoint
and a human factors standpoint. Even if the craft
has adequate thrust to achieve high sea state
operations, if craft motions are excessive and the
craft and crew are getting pounded and beaten to
death then the operations cannot be maintained.

Besides performance, secondary factors such as
cost, weight, complexity, maintainability, design
innovation and material properties, and safety of
flight risk were also assessed. Weighting factors
were defined to ensure all criteria were
realistically represented in the final selection.
The results demonstrated that when it comes to
cushion height, bigger isn’t necessarily better.
The performance limit may have been reached
for a nominal 80-ft craft, and the current Deep
Skirt proved to be a good design that is tough to
beat. That is, increasing cushion height (such as
with the Icon skirt) produced no distinct
performance improvements.

The smaller Textron skirt did have the best
overall performance. It generally had the lowest
drag, and the motion response characteristics
were better as well, with the lowest accelerations
and higher motion damping for heave, pitch and
roll. The combination of stiffer fingers plus larger
bag diameter appeared to limit the pressure spikes Employees oversee the LCAC test Tow Bridle at NSWC-Carderock.
in the bow bag. The Textron skirt also scored
highest in the secondary factors, primarily due to its cushion
Panama City is taking the lead for this effort, and is currently
height being less than the Baseline Deep Skirt and the design
developing the full scale design and producing the drawings and
being simpler with only a single bubble. From fleet
templates for fabrication by the current LCAC skirt fabricators.
experience, it has been found that maintenance problems increase The results of the full-scale evaluation will help determine
with a higher skirt (more material) and particularly with taller
whether this skirt is eventually selected for SSC, as well as for
fingers. The number of finger positions, bag sections, unique
potential backfit on the LCAC.
finger positions, and unique bag sections were also considered
as regards to complexity.
As a result, the Textron design was selected for transition to the
next phase of the ONR Advanced Skirt Program, production of a
full-scale prototype, which will be fabricated and installed onto
LCAC for testing and evaluation aboard the LCAC in 2009.
the LCAC bulletin

by John Ducote and Joe Ricci,
NSWC-PC
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Waiting on an LCAC Ride

Marines wait as LCAC
65 hits the beach at
Kuwait Naval Base.
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Sprint Triathalon at ACU 5

Crossing the Finish Line on LCAC 42

A

s part of the Camp Pendleton Hard Corps Race Series,
ACU 5 was proud to host the Sprint Triathalon on
09 August 08. The Hard Corps Race Series is a group of races
on Camp Pendleton throughout the year.

Participates competed in a 500 yard swim (with water
temperatures hovering around 68 degrees), a 30 kilometer bike
ride around Camp Pendleton (complete with cars and typical
traffic) and a five kilometer run around ACU 5. LCAC 42 served
as both the start and finish line for the race.
Darin Campbell of ACU 5 finished in the top three in his
Division for the race. He swam, biked, and ran the race in one
hour, 39 minutes, and 15 seconds. Dan Palmatier of Encinitas,
CA, a Navy Vetran (USS Gato) finished the race with a time of
one hour, 31minutes, and 53 seconds, in 144th place.

Photos: Above, LCAC 42 and Sailors from ACU 5 prepare for
the crush of participants. Right: Dan Palmatier of
Encinitas, CA.
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HF ALE Communication

What is HF ALE Communication?

Continuing Technology Could Provide Effective Communications for LCACs

Background

Amphibious warfare has been used as a means of delivering
troops to enemy-held territory for over two thousand years.
During most of that time the nature of amphibious warfare
evolved slowly. Only in modern times have significant changes
taken place. These changes resulted largely from technological
development and changes in tactics to use the new technologies.
The Second World War saw numerous amphibious assaults
conducted in the European and Pacific theaters. These assaults
were launched from ships operating within sight of the assault
beach. This situation was driven largely by the slow speed of the
landing craft used and the need for additional assault waves and
continual resupply from those ships.

diminishing in importance toward the end of the century with the
development and widespread availability of satellite
communications systems. HF radio still remains important as a
long haul communications resource because: it is inexpensive in
comparison to Satellite Communications (SATCOM); it is a
reliable backup to SATCOM (military SATCOM is encumbered
by channel congestion or outages due to technical problems); and
it is the only means for communicating “long-haul” with
activities not equipped with a SATCOM capability.

The success of HF radio for “long-haul” communications is
dependent upon a number of factors that effect the propagation of
radio waves. Under ideal conditions, such as in a vacuum or in
free space, radio waves would travel in straight lines. In reality,
there are a number of ways that the direction of radio waves can
To ensure accurate location and time for beach landing, the
be changed, reflection and refraction being two common ways.
assault wave was traditionally controlled from the Primary
Reflection is what
Control Ship
happens when the
(PCS) or the
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and reflect from
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various surfaces,
(SCS). Line-Ofas
when light
Sight (LOS)
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communications
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of
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these communications have evolved primarily to use of VHF
LOS radios installed in the conventional landing craft.
For HF radio waves the typical design mode of transmission for
the
Navy is to radiate waves toward the horizon. Once the waves
The LCAC was designed to meet the requirement to conduct
pass
the horizon they move further from the earth’s surface due to
Over-The-Horizon (OTH) amphibious assaults, necessitating
the
curvature
of the earth. For this reason, an HF receiver would
communications beyond LOS (BLOS). The LCAC was equipped
not
receive
these
waves beyond the horizon and the waves would
with an HF (high frequency) communication system to provide
continue
to
travel
in a straight line into the atmosphere. As these
this long-range communications, but the system has not been
radio
waves,
known
as skywaves, reach the upper layers of the
operated in a manner that allows for reliable BLOS
atmosphere
they
come
to a part of the atmosphere known as the
communications capability. The purpose of this article is to
ionosphere
where
they
are refracted back towards the earth where
identify why LCAC cannot communicate BLOS reliably in the
they
can
then
be
picked
up by an HF receiver (see figure above,
HF band and what is being considered as a possible solution to
NORMAL
SKYWAVE).
At this point, the HF waves would also
the problem.
be reflected off the earth’s surface back toward the ionosphere
where they would then be refracted once again back to the earth’s
HF as a long-range communications resource
surface. In this way HF radio can be used to communicate very
HF radio served the U.S. Navy as the mainstay of “long haul”
long distances along the earth’s surface.
communications throughout most of the twentieth century,
20
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The ionosphere gets its name from the fact that solar radiation
breaks electrons loose from the molecules of air creating positive
and negative ions. It is this mix of ions in the ionosphere that
causes the HF waves to refract back towards earth. The
ionosphere actually consists of several layers with different
refractive characteristics. For HF waves the F layer and the F2
layer provide the greatest refraction. These layers also change
with time of day, geographic location and solar activity levels.
This changing nature of atmospheric conditions is part of the
reason that HF skywave communications on a single frequency is
not reliable – the path of those radio waves is altered by the
changing atmosphere.

This is where HF Automatic Link Establishment (ALE) comes
into play. An HF ALE radio transmits on pre-selected
frequencies one at a time until a communication link is
established with another ALE radio. The radios then
“handshake”, agreeing on use of that frequency. When the ALE
radio is not actively being employed, it will automatically and
periodically test all of its pre-selected pool of frequencies to the
various stations on the same communication network and record
the results of this test in its internal memory. In this way it will
keep track of the optimal frequencies for communications to the
various stations in the network. Meanwhile, all of this is being
accomplished unbeknownst to the operator. If atmospheric or
other conditions change, the ALE radio will have also updated its
list of optimal frequencies. Not only does ALE reduce the
operator's workload, but if the pre-selected frequencies are
properly chosen, HF communications will be significantly
more reliable.

A second issue also impacts HF communications for LCACs. A
standard naval HF communications antenna is designed to radiate

in all horizontal directions to provide consistent communications
regardless of the orientation of the craft relative to the location of
the other radios in the net. This antenna is also ideal for
communicating with normal skywave propagation over long
distance (in excess of a thousand miles) due to its maximum
radiation at the horizon and the refraction of the waves in the
ionosphere. However, this type of antenna does not support
communications in what is known as the skip zone, that distance
which is beyond the horizon but less than the point where the
refracted, normal skywaves return to earth. To successfully
communicate in the skip zone region, an antenna with a different
radiation pattern is required. An antenna intended to
communicate in the skip zone should radiate most of its energy
vertically, rather than radiating most of its energy towards the
horizon. This HF propagation mode is known as Near Vertical
Incidence Skywave (NVIS). In this mode the radiated energy is
refracted in the ionosphere and returns to earth in the vicinity
around the transmitter out to a distance of about 200 miles (see
figure on previous page, NVIS).
The combination of HF ALE selecting the best frequencies and
NVIS providing the best propagation path hold great promise for
improved HF BLOS communications among LCAC. The Space
and Naval Warfare Systems Command has conducted initial
testing in the SOCAL area showing significant improvements.
The transition to HF ALE will not require changes to the LCAC
AN/ARC-220 radios. Significant changes to Navy training,
communications planning, and amphibious ship radio
systems will be required to maximize the HF ALE benefits.
For more information on HF ALE, contact the authors of this article,
Mike Glenn, mglenn3@csc.com or Daniel Gaytan,
daniel.gaytan@navy.mil.
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ACU 4 Maintenance

ACU 4’s Maintenance Department
Shows Continued Success in 2008

watertight integrity so that the LCACs can make it on the water
safely. Craft Alteration kits provide the needed changes to keep
the LCACs in the highest operational readiness for the fleet. We
would like to thank Mr. John Seals and Mr. Audie Drakeford in
the assistance in making all the Craft Alterations happen.

CM2 Paegelow and ASAA Bates of ACU 4.

R-0 Division

The sailors of R-0 Division continue to perform at the highest
level of professionalism and effectiveness as they provide the
best quality technical support for ACU 4’s LCAC community.
By developing, planning, and tracking work packages,
providing materials and technical support, R-0 contributed
efforts to ensure that 39 LCACs operate at the optimal
efficiency. R-0 is a team that consists of Planning and
Estimating, Craft Alterations, and Technical Library.

Planning and Estimating Team
Within the last year, ACU 4 completed critical repair for 13
LCACs availabilities. The sailors of the Production Control
Division coordinated and executed complicated work packages
that resulted in successfully achieving all maintenance goals.
The Planning and Estimating Division team members managed
the planning, processing, material procurement, and completion
of over 1900 work requests, in addition to completing the
tracking and issuance of 110 controlled work packages and 670
formal work packages. The P&E team would like to issue a
warm hearted thanks to OSRs Mr. Kevin Gerber and Mr. Jerry
Faircloth. Their expertise and knowledge has been instrumental
in the continued success of our jobs. They are able to provide
solutions on how to plan and locate procedures and drawings to
complete repairs to our LCACs.

Craft Alterations Team
The Craft Alterations Team is always prepared and available to
support the craft. In the past year, 100 craft alteration kits and
500 feet of gasket materials were issued. The gaskets provided
24

Technical Library
The Technical Library underwent a full renovation this year,
significantly improving the function and overall quality of
customer service. Motivated sailors DC1 Shell, HT1 Bowser,
ENFN Carter, and CM3 Robertson played a vital role in this
project. There are over 2,500 manuals that are available to be
checked out by sailors and the addition of a HP Banner printer
has made it possible to enlarge technical drawings that were
once undecipherable, thus cutting down on lost man hours and
production stoppages. A significant increase in librarians made
it possible to inspect and replace hundreds of damaged manuals
and implement numerous revisions in a timely manner. With the
indoctrination and training of five new librarians, and the
assistance on the new Boston Planning Yard Database website,
the Technical Library customer service is very efficient!

R-1 Division

R1 Division Hull Technicians continue to set the highest
standards for professionalism. “Colossal” seems to best fit the
magnitude of our production efforts to date. The term also fits
the leap in the level of craftsmanship and proficiency the
welders achieved in the constant practice of their craft. The
amount of work seemed insurmountable at times when
compared to the number of personnel, but the stellar leadership
and the enthusiastic drive of our HTs to complete the job led to
another resounding success in the journals of welding history.

The need for structural repairs to our craft is increasing as the
craft are reaching their designed serviced life. Our HTs have
had overwhelming success in the continued structural repairs to
the 39 LCAC assigned to ACU 4. The success of our HTs was
due to a complete team effort from the identification of damage
by the craft crew and Corrosion Inspection Team through the
planning of R-0 and assistance from QA in ensuring all jobs
were completed to the highest standards. Our team replaced
over 1600 square feet of aluminum plating and several hundred
feet of hatting and extrusion material. These materials were
expended in support of transverse airway and various other
modifications and structural repairs resulting in a cost avoidance
of over $350,000 in contractor fees.
The Aviation Structural Mechanics have kept busy as well,
accomplishing over 53 corrosion inspections, refurbishing 25
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doors, and repairing 19 rudders for craft use. Along with this
effort, extensive composite work was done to return 30 bow
thruster and 10 shaft covers back in service. All work amounted
to an avoidance of over $300,000 in replacement parts.
The most significant accomplishment was the removal,
modification, and reinstallation of all five stator assemblies on
LCAC 37 to comply with AER 487 and CRAFTALT 69. These
depot level modifications were done at a blistering pace
accomplished in a mere four days, two weeks ahead of
contractor estimates, at a cost avoidance of over $50,000 in
contractor services.

This was also the year for transitions and changes as we wish
“Fair Winds and Following Seas” to LT Dwight Taylor who
retires after 21 years of honorable service. His leadership was
influential in producing unprecedented levels of production and
increased morale. We also say farewell to our Leading Chief
Petty Officer, AMC Manolo Pedro, who returns to his aviation
roots in November where he will be checking aboard VFA 103
in NAS Oceana. Each person from this division has certainly
benefited from his unique brand of guidance and mentorship.
His “Brown Shoes” will surely be difficult to fill.

We would like to welcome our new Division Officer, HTCS
Scott Harville, coming to us after a tour aboard the USS
Gunston Hall. He has quickly taken a firm hand on the reigns,
exacting high craftsmanship and professional standards from his
crew. Welcome aboard, Senior Chief.

R-2 Division

31A Inside Machine Shop
The Inside Machine Shop is ACU 4’s most versatile shop. The
shop completes critical jobs with ease. MR1(SW) Spekis has
utilized his 10 years of experience to train MRFN Miles and
MRFN Tatro in the ability to fabricate all requested machinery
repair parts. Together they have fabricated well over 130
mission-essential items in direct support of command
operations. Their efforts have resulted in a cost avoidance of
$300,476 in repairs parts.

her dedication to the Navy will be sorely missed.

31F Hydraulic Shop
The Hydraulic Shop has constantly produced superior quality
work and is always (hydraulic on the spot) ready to help no
matter the job. The work center has maintained its high
visibility throughout the command due to their unparalleled
workmanship and unprecedented turn around time. The
Hydraulic Shop fabricated and tested over 200 hydraulic lines in
support of LCAC 34, 54, and 68 going through the SLEP
program. This effort afforded the Navy a cost avoidance of
$150,000 in fees associated with labor and materials from the
lead contractor of the SLEP program. Additionally, the
Hydraulic Shop has overhauled 33 hydraulic modules, 12 rudder
actuators, and six bow thruster motors, including the
manufacture, repair and hydrostatic testing of 137 hydraulic flex
lines and 116 hard lines providing the Navy with a cost
avoidance $1,150,000 in outside contractor cost.

PRAISEWORTHY PERFORMANCE! The shop would like to
say congratulations for OUTSTANDING accomplishment to
MM2 Jacob, GSM2 Rutledge and GSM2 Fanfair for their
worthy advancement to Petty Officer Second Class. Most
importantly, the shop would like to recognize our three
Courageous Volunteers: MM2 (SW) Bauer for his willingness to
support the Global War on Terrorism as one of ACU 4's
Individual Augmentees (IA) deployed to Afghanistan,
GSM2 (SW) Leonard currently attending IA training in
preparation for IRAQ deployment and GSM2 (SW) Petersen
filling a critical position as Auxiliary Security Force (ASF) in
direct support of NAB Little Creek’s Security Initiative. Lastly,
the shop would like to welcome back GSM3 (SW) Jacobo after
his nine month ASF tour to which he provided well over 400
hours of incident free base security.
31T Engine Shop
Always in motion! The Engine Shop (31T) successfully

The Machine Shop has continuously searched for means to
increase the shop’s efficiency and productivity. This goal has
been accomplished this past year by the addition of a new Sharp
Milling Machine and will continue next year with the addition
of a new HAAS 5-Axis CNC Lathe. These new tools have, and
will continue to, reduce turn around time on fabricated parts and
provide the shop with additional capabilities.

We wish “Fair Winds and Following Seas” to EN1 (SW/AW)
Lee, who will be retiring this August. EN1 Lee has been a vital
cog in the manufacturing of parts and troubleshooting all the
equipment in the MR shop. The shop will also miss MRFN
Miles as she finishes her commitment in the National Call to
Service program. Her efforts to complete jobs expeditiously and

EM2 Tovar at ACU 4.
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conducted inspections on 20 gear boxes with the unparalleled
support of Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWCCD) technical
experts Jim Lambert and Michael Mnich. This dynamic team
was able to complete the evolution in half the allotted time.
From start to finish, the process took 56 hours and the time
allotted was approximately 112 hours. Way to go team!

The sailors in the shop would also like to recognize the
contributions of AIM Plus/Vericor Representative Bob Vrabel,
for his priceless training. He is solely responsible for training
well over 25 engineers to overhaul the ETF40B/TF40B Main
Engines; allowing 31T personnel to work directly with
NAVSEA to inspect ETF40B Main Engines in direct support
of the SLEP.

31T has solved the problem of inadequate opportunities to
provide training for sailors stationed at ACU 4. The shop’s
NAVSEA OSR, Joe Pugh, was able to procure a TF40B training
engine. Without a doubt this will greatly enhance an already
exceptional training program at ACU 4!

Lastly, we would like to extend a warm welcome to Lowell
Fredericks, the shop’s second NAVSEA OSR. The man is a machine! Mr. Fredericks has assisted shop personnel completing
work on 13 Auxiliary Power Units (APU’s) and 17 TF40B Main
Engines; resulting in a cost avoidance that exceeds $1,000,000.

Farewell to GSM1 Traynham, GSM2 Holmberg, and GSM2
June.

38A Prop Shop
Our (38A) Propeller Shop is second to none! During FY08,
ACU 4’s Prop Shop sought to improve the safety of its
personnel and to increase production. GSM1 Trevino, the
Propeller Shop Leading Petty Officer, Dan Lupton, Regional
Account Manager for Clayton Vacuum Sanding Systems, and
Kevin Garnett, Industrial Hygienist were able to develop a plan
to help effectively decrease the amounts of airborne
contaminates produced during propeller refurbishment. The
team incorporated two Clayton Vacuum Sanding Systems, to
assist removing the vast amounts of dust particles. Their efforts
to date have reduced the airborne contaminates by 50 percent.
Undoubtedly, their forward thinking has helped preserve our
sailors’ health and increased production by five percent. Way to
go team!

Since the last issue of “On Cushion,” The Prop Shop has
continued to refine the process of restoring propeller assemblies.
They have conducted repairs on 14 propellers, with a cost
avoidance of $1,079,610.00.
Lastly the Propeller Shop would like to say “farewell” to GSM2
Browne, GSM3 Lane, and GSM3 Carr. Welcome Aboard to
MM1 Clark, GSM2 Taylor, and GSM2 Arnold. Additionally,
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they would like to mention GSM3 Jones is serving as an
IA in Cuba; these sailors seem to be able to do it all.

38B Lift Fan Assembly and Repair
Another shop that gets it done right the first time! Lift Fan Shop
personnel provide a critical service by supporting the repairs
made to 156 fan assemblies found on 39 LCAC stationed at
ACU 4. The shop’s superb leadership and professionalism has
enabled them to reduce the turn around time on lift fan
assemblies. Specifically, they decreased breakdown and
overhaul time from 14 days to 11 days. A work center first!
These proud few completed restorations to 32 fan assemblies at
a cost savings of $365, 587. This is one of the most capable
shops and is second to none.
Farewell to the following Sailors: GSM1 Garcia was shifted to
R-0 Division to assist in P&E, GSM2 Palmer transferred to
ACU-4’s sea component; GSM2 Hutchinson transferred to
Japan, GSM2 Williams now works in the Propeller Shop, GSM3
Murray separated from the USN and joined the Army (he’s
Army strong and Navy tough), GSMFN Riddick separated from
the Navy at the end of her obligated service.
Hail to the following new team members: GSM1 Fonteno reporting from the Propeller Shop, GSM2 Leath reporting from
USS McFaul, and GSM2 Chafin reporting from USS Sullivans.

56B A/C & R Shop
Air Conditioning is critical to the efficient operation of craft.
The shop is run by EN1(SW) Roman the LPO, MM1(SW,AW)
Tollander, and EN2(SW) Kuzas. Even with manufacture problems of the WEDJ type a/c units, 56B works by the code “Make
it Happen!” to keep each LCAC flying with the capability of
cooling the crew and the complex electronic controls. ACU 4 is
currently converting all LCAC to the new Snowbird 33k units,
and 51 k A/C systems that are more efficient unit than the old
WEDJ units. In addition to A/C repair, the shop also rebuilds
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and refurbishes Water Wash pumps and P-100’s.
Since the last “On Cushion” magazine we have lost some great
technicians, so on behalf of R-2 division and 56B we would like
to bid farewell to MM2(SW,AW) Jennings, EN2(SW) Kelly,
EN2(SW) Akers, and would like to give a big ACU 4 welcome
to some TAD personnel MM1(SW) Clark, EN1(SW) Rhoden,
and MM2(SW) Ryder.

R-3/4 Division

R3/4 Division continues to shine, bringing accolades to the
Maintenance Department. Whether it’s the Calibration Shop
with 44 months of above average numbers, IA sailors being
recognized as Sailor of the Quarter or the GSEs repairing hanger
doors and ramp lighting, this division keeps getting it right and
saving the command significant taxpayers’ dollars. With five of
32 personnel serving on IA there seems to be no task or
requirement this division of professionals is unable to
accomplish, witness the flawless Fleet Maintenance Activity
Assessment (FMAA), 2M Lab, SISCAL and Gage Calibration
certifications. The do-more-with-less concept is brought to
fruition with the effort of these few.

Shops 51B and 96B have taken on new responsibilities and have
met and surpassed all expectations and requirements. Working
with contractors from Panama City, the A/C team has completed
10 515K/522K craft alterations at a total savings of nearly one
million dollars. The SISCAL team has received training from
NAVSESS Philadelphia representative Walter Hoffman and is
now performing SISCAL on SLEP craft, which is a first for both
coasts. The shop has received tremendous support from Ireland
Electric in maintaining the command’s four 400HZ generators
at peak operational condition. Petty Officer Nhek and the
Cableway team has replaced, repaired or installed over 400 ft of
cable on eight different craft since the beginning of the year,
resulting in additional savings on over $30,000. Thanks largely
to an excellent initiative, the shop has been able to support
engraving and patch-making for the majority of the commands
based at Little Creek Amphibious Base.

has performed 97 unique repairs, involving a cost avoidance of
$544,676 and averting 16 CASREPS. Gold Disk development
has been underway on several CNO award level projects, and
our three developers have each been awarded $500. Further
development for combat systems and LCACs are in the works.
These Gold Disks will improve fleet readiness by allowing
technicians to troubleshoot to the component level quickly, and
producing an anticipated cost savings of over $57,000 annually.

FCA1/67B continues to provide General Purpose Electronic and
Electrical Test Equipment (GPEETE) and calibrated tools and
gauge tracking to support LCAC Planned Maintenance System
(PMS) and repair. We have documented sustained performances
in calibration readiness, ranked by COMNAVSURFLANT as
top shore facility for five consecutive quarters with a material
readiness grade of 96 percent and 92 percent in electrical and
mechanical respectively.

As a division we have accomplished many repairs, excelled during the fall 2007 FMAA and recertified SISCAL, Gauge Calibration and 2M, developed Gold disks and issued tools, and
managed to put quality of life and personal growth on equal
footing with stellar performance of our assigned duties. ET2
Henry earned Sailor of the Quarter while on an IA in
Afghanistan, IC1 Westcott has excelled in his duties as MWR
treasurer (managing a $10,000 monthly budget), ETC LoMedico
is pursuing his Series 7 license to become a financial advisor,
ET2 Bartholome completed his bachelors degree, ET3 Tieskotter earned Sailor of the Month, and ET3 Seoanes is pursuing her
Nursing degree.

We have seen a few shipmates come and go in the past year and
would like to wish Fair Winds and Following Seas to GSE1
Nhek, GSE1 Agbasi, GSE2 Philips, GSE2 Genato, GSE2 Merchan, EM2 Tovar, ET2 Bartholme, ET2 Wells and IC3
Unsworth. A hearty welcome to ET1 Blair, GSE1 Thomas,
GSE1 Meisner, GSE1 Stenger, GSE2 Srednicki, GSE2 Pedro,

Our Tool Issue and Tool Control program is second to none.
They have just assisted in the preparation for and completion of
a highly successful Fleet Maintenance Activity Assessment
(FMAA) receiving zero discrepancies. They inventoried and
safety checked over 400 items and appliances. They have met
and surpassed the needs of six detachments and all of maintenance department flawlessly. The Electrical Safety program
was key in the command, earning the CNO Shore Safety Award.
Additionally, there has been significant effort toward in-house
tool repair providing a cost avoidance of $36,000 of consumable
OPTAR being spent to replace tools.
We are most proud of the successes of our 2M/MTR and Gold
Disk Programs. Since the beginning of fiscal year 2008, 67M

HT3 Pringle.
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inspection program for rigging gear. The program resulted in a
cost avoidance exceeding $25,000 annually.

Training continues to play a significant part in the success of
Ground Support Division. ASC(AW/SW) Nowak has
completed the Navy Crane Center Certifying Official and Load
Test Director courses. CM1(SCW) Dellvon and AS2 Prosper
have completed the Navy Crane Center Load Test Director
course. CM2(SCW) Paegelow, AS3 Mariano, ASAN Lewis,
and ASAN Chen have completed the Crane Mechanic and
Mechanical Crane Inspector courses. Ground Support has seen
a 90 percent increase in training and qualification, providing the
command with an increased reliability in repairs, certification,
and training on all ground support equipment.

HTFN Locke at ACU 4.

GSE2 Jenkins, DC2 Smith, GSE3 Dasouza, IC3 Dimmick and
ET3 Seoanes.

R-5 Division

Ground Support
The goal of Ground Support Division (R-5) is to provide
support in maintenance of LCAC. The mission of the division
is to ensure the availability of the equipment and to limit
operational impact on the ACU 4 team. R-5 continues to be an
integral part of the command’s operational readiness. Ground
Support personnel completed over 1,250 scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance actions. These efforts resulted in an
unprecedented 99 percent ready-for-issue rate in support of
Atlantic Fleet LCAC operations. Additionally, R-5 successfully
completed Fleet Maintenance Activity Assessment and Navy
Crane Center Weight Handling Equipment Audit, receiving a
Bravo Zulu from the inspection and audit teams for particularly
well-managed programs.

The success of the division could not been accomplished
without the support of the contractors and support staff. The
contribution of the following personnel is sincerely appreciated
for their role in the success of the division in the maintenance of
the forklifts, flatbeds and other MHE: David Flores and Vanessa
Kissel from FISC MHE Norfolk. Robert Hatton, Michael
Starling and Wes Taylor from NAVFAC were responsible for the
maintenance of the bridge cranes, portable floor cranes and
overhead hoists.

Ground Support Division Maintenance Team would like to
welcome aboard ASC (AW/SW) Nowak, CM2 (SCW)
Paegelow, AS2 (AW) Marshall, ASAN Lewis, ASAN Chen and
ASAR Bates. The team bids farewell to AS2 Jiokeng, AS3
Imes, AS3 Downs, AS3 Bryant, AS3 Delacruz and AS3 Perez.
Bravo Zulu to CM1 Dellvon AS2(AW) Marshall, AS3 Downs,
and AS3 Mariano on their advancement to next higher pay
grade. Congratulations to AS3 Mariano on his nomination for
Blue Jacket of the Year, as well as the birth of his daughter
Amya born on May 25, 2008.

The division found ways to increase capabilities and
concurrently save cost. The procurement of two Marine
Travelift Mobile Boat Hoists, valued in excess of 3.5 million
dollars will replace the command’s aging units saving resources
and maintenance time spent on repairs while improving
availability. Ground Support procured six lifting fixtures, which
cost over $150,000, increasing availability to conduct repairs to
Props, Maine Engines, Gear Boxes, and Deep Skirts. The
division further provided a cost avoidance of $10,126 per month
in leasing fees by the purchase of a new JLG Manlift. The total
cost avoidance of the purchase of the JLG Manlift $121,512
annually.
Since implementing the Materials Handling Equipment (MHE)
licensing program, the command has licensed over 114 MHE
operators of various models and capacities, which produced a
cost avoidance of $64,000 in training funds. Also, the division
established a Weight Handling Equipment (WHE) testing and
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AM2 Smith.
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ACU 5 Maintenance Department’s
Can-Do Attitude Keeps LCACs Moving

A

CU 5’s Maintenance Department performance during 2008
is the result of the “can-do” attitude from the sailors and all
civilian On Site Representatives (OSRs) from the Boston
Planning Yard, Panama City, Southwest Regional Maintenance
Center, PMS 377, and lastly the civilian personnel from L3
(UNIDYNE) together with their subcontractors Miller Marine,
Frazier Boiler, and Pacific Ship Repair. An all hands pro-active
approach to repair and maintenance was also the driving factor in
our success. There were no obstacles we could not overcome.
Innovative management, personnel initiatives, and improved
processes resulted in optimization of over $6M in LCAC
maintenance funds. The following represents a snap shot of the
self-sufficient and complex industrial repairs conducted by the
ACU FIVE maintenance organization. These efforts were
assertive and resourceful with significant repair cost savings.
ACU FIVE prides itself in setting a schedule/plan with
achievable deadlines. We set the example for contractors to
follow. It took improved communication between departments
and within the department to reach this point.

West Pacific Alfa (WPA)

This year WPA has incorporated a new Repair Officer and a
dedicated Maintenance Team augmented by ACU 5 Maintenance
Personnel with a broad spectrum of repair services in every
aspect of the Hull, Mechanical and Electrical (HM&E).

Working side by side with OSRs, these dedicated Forward
Deployed Naval Forces (FDNF) Sailors accomplished three
regular availabilities during this fiscal year. Production as
follows: Craft alterations covering 33K Snow bird installations
on four craft. Half shaft bearing replacements, fan blade change
outs, rudder repairs, hull plating replacement, crush box change
out, stator repairs and SWAN tech vibration analysis and various
Engine and Electronic repairs. Following On Site Representatives
provided technical oversight as follows: Mr. Len Barron, OSR
Panama City; Mr. Chris Deyoung, OSR SWRMC and Mr. Curt
McNeil, Panama City.

R-1 Division

SHOP 26A Hull Repair
Hull repair has completed over 20,000 man hours of repair this
year including the following:
• Repair material usage in excess of $2.1 million dollars,
consisting of the welding of over 5000 ft. of weld beads, 500 ft.
of wet deck stiffener, 40 mooring chocks, 100 ft. of T beam,
and 3000 ft. of aluminum plate.
• Completed 20 inserts removing and replacing 500 ft. of
aluminum plate in deck replacements, smuggler void repairs, and
bulkhead repairs.

• Along with the GSEs, and GSMs, we conducted craft alterations
on the air conditioning system on four LCACs. This craft alt
required two teams of four welders: first team working the Port
side cabin and the second team installing the Starboard command
module. The job entails the complete removal of outdated air
conditioning system and associated foundations, interferences
and stuffing tubes, and the installation of the improved 33k air
conditioning unit and make up fan.
• Replaced one stiffening T-Brace for lift-fan bearings to include
base metal repairs numbering approximately 16 to 32 welds, and
modified the recess area to fit the modified cradles for lift fan
bearing replacements.
• As part of the Maintenance refit team for LCAC 30 the weld
shop completed over 500 man hours of work including:
• Various Base Metal Repairs accounting for
200 weld beads.
• Manufactured and welded two volute hand holds.
• Manufactured and welded port APU stack.
• Repaired and manufactured one Bow Thruster cover
assembly and lip seal.
• Manufactured and installed AER 235 lube oil brackets.
• Manufactured 76 fire sensor brackets and four FOD
screens and frames.
• Welded and manufactured various locking devices
for hatches.
• Replaced 10 feet of bag bar.
• Repaired/replaced two vent pipings.
• Replaced one prop guard brace.
• Completed one bulk head insert between
number 2 and 4 main engine.

SHOP 31A Machinery Repair
• Provided machining service for LCAC support.
• Machined 40 feet of bag bar SHOP 64A Carpenter Shop.
• Performed repairs to 11 bow thruster nozzles, including
AER-497, saving over $150,000 in costs.
• Completed repairs on eight sets of propeller shaft covers,
saving $75,000 in contractor costs.
• Overhauled four rudders saving $85,000 in replacement costs.
• Completed removal and installation of five stators along with
the incorporation of AER-487D, total of 350 man-hours
expended.

R-2 Division

SHOP 31F Hydraulic
• Manufactured and conducted hydrostatic test of 500 hard lines,
expending 3500 man-hours.
• Manufactured and conducted hydro static testing of 400 flex
lines, expending 1700 man-hours.
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• Hydro static tested 250 relief valves, expending 700 man-hours.
• Overhauled 20 rudder actuators, expending 1100 man-hours.
• Hydrostatically tested 12 Halon hoses, expending 50
manhours.

SHOP 31T Gas Turbine Engine
The Engine Shop is unsurpassed in technical expertise as
evidenced by our ability to conduct depot or OEM level repairs.
Highly qualified workforces of four personnel yielded huge
results in repair of LCAC TF40B, ETF40B and T-62T-40-7
engines.
• Conducted 32 TF/ETF40B 1,500-hour engine inspections, and
30 T-62T-40-7 APU 500-hour engine inspections.
• Replaced five TF40B No. 3 bearing packages and seal
assemblies
• Replaced one TF40B No. 4&5 bearing assemblies.
• Replaced one TF40B diffuser curls and 1st stage nozzles.
• Repaired three severely damaged (FOD induced) TF40B
engines.
• Provided training to LCAC detachment personnel in the proper
documentation of engine service, applicable bulletins, and
routine maintenance and troubleshooting skills.
• Engine shop is involved in the experimental use of the single
flow valve, vice the failure prone Morrata valves, that
improves the operational function of the ETF40B.

SHOP 38A Propeller and Lift Fan
• Repaired/replaced eight propeller carbon seal assemblies.
• Conducted polyurethane and propeller edge guard repairs to 16
propeller assemblies expending over 500 manhours.
• Overhauled four propeller support shaft assemblies expending
over 300 man-hours.
• Accomplished 25 lift fan bearing replacements expending over
3000 man-hours.
• Conducted 15 rudder bearing replacements expending 900
man-hours.
• Reconditioned and installed 10 lift fan shaft assemblies
expending 360 man-hours.
• Performed balance procedure for 29 propeller assemblies. This
requires not only the lift fan shop but most times the Prop shop
to overhaul or patch the prop first and perform a static balance
prior to installing it back on the craft. This accounted for over
5200 man-hours combined.
• Provided valuable training to LCAC detachment personnel on
lift fan, propeller, and rudder repair procedures including
training to designated personnel on propeller and lift fan
balancing utilizing newly procured state-of-the-art testing
equipment.
• Performed balance procedure for 65 LCAC lift fan assemblies.
This time consuming effort requires three personnel two days
and 12 hours each for completion. This provided maximum
readiness for each craft sustaining full mission capability.

SHOP 56B A/C&R
• Complete refurbishment of forty 24K BTU AC units,
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expending 4500 man-hours.
• Completed refurbishment of twenty-five 33K BTU AC units,
expending 2300 man-hours.
• Diligent work led to a 20 AC RFI surplus.
• Installed 33K Snowbird AC Test Stand Unit.
• Tested and repaired eight 33K Snowbird AC units.

R-3 Division

51B Electrical Repair
• Accomplished 35 Intermediate Maintenance Activity (IMA)
electrical repairs.
• Completed 18 craft availabilities.
• Completed 24 system calibrations.
• Conducted 14 APU 500 hours’ maintenance checks.
• Upgraded eight craft new Air Conditioning Unit model
Snowbird 33KH.
The craft crews are full of praise for this new modification
because it improves the quality of life for sailors while
conducting operations in hot weather regions.

The team spearheaded the highly successful restoration,
troubleshooting and operational test of all 400 Hertz Electrical
and Electronic systems on LCAC 30. They spent over 1200 man
hours in the process and saved the command an estimated 1.5
million dollars on contractor material and labor cost. One of the
Electrical Repair Shop’s main tasks was coordinating and
working with the NAVSEA Philadelphia technical representative
to create and upgrade calibration procedures for legacy, System
Upgrade (SU), and SLEP crafts.

96A Metrology and Calibration (METCAL)
The Meteorology and Calibration Shop coordinated and
processed standards and non-standards test equipment for
Command METCAL, supporting the mission readiness of
ACU 5. The shop also processed and maintained the
accountability and traceability of 302 tools, devices and test
equipment which are sent to Seal Beach Activity for calibration.
In doing this, they calibrated over 95 torque wrenches saving
$6K in calibration cost.
96B Shipboard Instrument and System Calibration
(SISCAL)
The team completed calibration on 14 crafts, with a total of
1960 calibration items. The shop also calibrated 80 hydraulic,
fuel and oil gauges and 240 hydraulic, fuel and oil switches.
There were 70 Engine Control Box fuel cards tested and
calibrated and the sailors completed 42 intermediate
Maintenance Activity calibration jobs.

R-4 Division

SHOP 67A Electronic Repair
The restoration of LCAC 30 is a full time project that has
required over 900 work hours for 43 assigned jobs. All assigned
technicians are continually removing, bench testing,
reinstalling and completing the final operational tests for all
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navigational and communications systems components. In this
great endeavor, the Electronics Repair Shop is proud to say that
they are over 93 percent complete in the restoration and
operational testing of all systems.

Electronics require special treatment and care when they are
located in such a rugged environment and the testing,
troubleshooting, repair and preventative maintenance performed
during a Communications Systems Groom is a continued
struggle. System repairs included the troubleshooting and repair
of six Internal Voice Communication Units, six Communication
Control Units and seven various antenna and RF cable repairs.

Keeping up with the wear and tear of locally manufactured and
fabricated LCAC specific equipment is a daily event. The ET
shop has manufactured 18 long cords and 15 short cords utilized
by craft crew members for faultless communications. The
fabrication of six “Splitter Cables” for the Training Department
ensures a safe and reliable environment to qualify and re-qualify
LCAC crew members.
SHOP 67M 2M Miniature and Micro-Miniature Repair
Petty Officer’s Farquhar and Flippo recently organized and
directed the Commands 2M miniature and micro-miniature
Recertification in April, receiving great praise from the
inspector for the laboratories orderliness, cleanliness and the
professional demeanor of all technicians.

As for repairs, the Command has saved $33,284.29 in the
completion of 17 repair jobs, utilizing 104 man hours. To
continue ACU-5’s ability to repair faulted circuit card
assemblies and modules, Petty Officer Young has completed the
AN/USM-674 Gold Disk course, at Camp Pendleton and ET1
(SW) Farquhar has recently completed his re-certification in
San Diego.
SHOP 67B Calibrations Laboratory
During the commands most recent Calibrations Laboratory’s
re-certification, ET2 (SW/AW) Schoenecker identified 93
obsolete pieces of GPETE which were quickly replaced with 20
optimum units and all calibration efforts have effectively saved
the Navy $11, 200 in calibration costs.

R-5 Division

Automated Information System
• Planned and executed a NTCSS system upgrade consisting
of four servers and 210 individual workstations.
• Ensured all 10 servers and legacy computers were updated
with new virus definitions and settings. Complied with all
IAVA security patches ensuring the highest network security.
• Completed two RITA inventories ensuring all new computers
and peripheral equipment was added and any discrepancies
were corrected and up-to-date.
• Completed two EKMS account inventories with no
discrepancies.

• Completed a security inspection and fulfilled all requirements
for area access level designation for seven buildings and
offices scheduled for SIPRNET.
• Prepared and equipped two detachments with computer
bundles in support of deployment. Repaired and reloaded
10 computers for various departments. Completed necessary
network cleanup on both Confidential and Unclassified LANs,
purging all unnecessary files no longer stationed here.
• Troubleshot and coordinated the software installation of five
computers medical personnel need in order to access the
CHCS hospital program. This installation eliminated medical
personnel from having to go to the hospital to access the
program and do business.

R-6 Division

Planning and Estimating
• Over the past year, the Planning and Estimating (P&E)
division continued to track and log 1200 Controlled Work
Package (CWP) and over 1,400 Formal Work Package (FWP)
for routine and emergent work. Additionally, P & E division
streamlined the distribution of over $10 million worth of
consumable and repair parts.
• Planning and Estimating personnel’s innovative work ethic
through casualty repair parts identification and expeditious
shipping played a significant role in supporting 32 Camp
Pendleton based and seven forward deployed LCACs in
Sasebo, Japan to conduct sustain combat operations in support
of their Operational Commanders.
• Supported WPA streamline their planning job processes in
support of Operational commanders in FIFTH and
SEVENTH Fleets.

R-7 Division

SHOP 71B Corrosion Control
• Completed 42 Corrosion Control inspections; expending 1740
man-hours.
• The requirement for corrosion control on the relatively
thin-gauged aluminum LCAC stems from its 20-year service
life requirement. The 30-year service life objective associated
with the LCAC SLEP makes corrosion control even more
crucial. However, beyond allowing the LCAC to achieve its
service life, a rigorous program of corrosion control aboard the
craft will allow it to operate with greater reliability and lower
costs than might otherwise be expected.
• The following forms of corrosion encountered are: Uniform
Surface Corrosion, Galvanic or Dissimilar Metal Corrosion,
Pitting, Crevice Corrosion, Stress-Corrosion Cracking,
Intergranular Corrosion and Exfoliation Corrosion.
• Using three people, a thorough inspection should normally
take about six hours (18 man-hours total). Additional time is
required for craft preparation, cleaning, preservation, and
reassembly and for preparation and distribution of CCI report.
• Here is a short list of zones that are inspected the Corrosion
Control Inspection Team during a CCI:
a. Hull exterior
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b. Command Module
c. Personnel and Equipment Module
d. Lift Fan Modules
e. APU Compartments
f. Engine Modules (Exterior and inside engine bays)
g. Crawlspaces and Air Filters
h. Main Deck/Cargo Deck and Propeller System
i. Compartments below Main Deck

SHOP 93A Non-Destructive Testing
• Performed Visual and Dye Penetrate testing on 170 Controlled
Work Packages ensuring production is met with the highest
standard.
• Maintained weld records for 60 qualified welders, ensuring
weld processes were documented to establish the qualification
level of each welder.
• Qualified 20 new Navy and two civilian welders to perform
LCAC weld repairs.

SHOP 93B Quality Assurance Office
• Reviewed 170 Controlled Work Packages for thoroughness
prior to opening, ensuring proper documentation and testing
was complete for all final repairs.
• Conducted training for qualifications of 20 Craftsman,
16 QAI and two QAS.
• Administered annual training for all command QA Craftsman,
QAIs and QASs, ensuring they maintained proficiency.
• Conducted 49 on site surveys to ensure work was being
accomplished in accordance with the Joint Fleet Maintenance
Manual (JFMM) and all technical references.

SHOP 06B Tool Issue
Tool Issue performed maintenance on electrical tools issued for
repairs, maintained tool inventories and assembled tool chests
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for deploying units.
We would like to recognize the following personnel
accomplishments:
ET1 Hall Shore Senior Sailor of the Year 2007
GSM2 Mercado Shore Sailor of the Year 2007
Maint Dept 2007 1st Quarter:
AM1 Jaramillo Senior Sailor of the Quarter
GSM2 Argueta Sailor of the Quarter
GSM3 Sinang Junior Sailor of the Quarter
MRFN Pattee Blue Jacket of the Quarter

Maint Dept 2007 2nd Quarter:
ET1 Hall Senior, Sailor of the Quarter
GSM2 Mercado, Sailor of the Quarter
GSE3 Rodriguez, Junior Sailor of the Quarter
MRFN Pattee, Blue Jacket of the Quarter
Maint Dept 2007 3rd Quarter:
HT1 Richards, Senior Sailor of the Quarter
GSM2 Mercardo, Sailor of the Quarter
GSE3 Cadenas, Junior Sailor of the Quarter
HTFN Wells, Blue Jacket of the Quarter

Maint Dept 2007 4th Quarter:
ET1 Farquhar, Senior Sailor of the Quarter
AM2 Lopez, Sailor of the Quarter
GSE3 Ericksen, Junior Sailor of the Quarter
HT3 Cupsie, Blue Jacket of the Quarter

We say “Fair Winds and Following Seas” to our departed
personnel and “HAIL” our new members to our dedicated team!
“BZ, JOB WELL DONE!”
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ACU 4 Safety and QA Departments
Continue Tradition of Excellence

T

he Safety Department continues a proud tradition
emphasizing the value and importance of industrial and
occupational safety at ACU 4.

During this period, ACU 4 has continued its use of metric
guidelines through the detailed Process Review and measurement
of the Command’s Safety Programs. The Command utilizes the
Process Review and Measurement System (PR&MS) as the
guidelines for accomplishing this annual self assessment and
evaluation of the command’s 33 safety programs. The process
has validated that all 33 programs are effective. Additionally,
this process has provided the ACU 4 leadership organization
with tools for implementing corrective actions, interventions and
lessons learned.

Operational Risk Management (ORM) is a major part of ACU 4’s
daily operations. This decision-making tool, used by personnel at
all levels of the command, helps to increase operational
effectiveness by anticipating hazards and reducing the potential
for mishaps. ORM has increases our ability to make informed
decisions by providing the best baseline of knowledge and
experience available, while minimizing risks to the minimum
level. Together with job hazard analysis from each shop, ACU 4
has developed ORM templates for several hazardous
operations/maintenance task performed at the unit. This practice
has assisted ACU 4 in maintaining an extremely safe and
productive workplace.

To build on our already strong Safety Program, ACU 4 recently
implemented a new safety management tool. The Command Duty
Safety Watch organization is comprised of sailors trained at
mishap prevention, reporting and operational risk
management. The aggressive, proactive, and dedicated approach
towards safety by all ACU 4 personnel has made safety a
command-wide priority. This approach enables the command to
maintain an extremely safe operational and industrial
environment.
Assault Craft Unit 4’s Quality Assurance (QA) Department
continues to enhance the effectiveness of LCAC operations.
Our primary responsibility is to provide procedures and guidance
to ensure, with a reasonable level of confidence, that the work
performed on LCACs meet technical specifications and are
maintained for all production work within the command. Other
responsibilities include providing in-house and LCAC
community training for QA requirements, managing the
commands audit and surveillance program, and monitoring
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) between both Sea and
Shore-Side Maintenance Activities.

In late 2007 the QA Department completed a highly successful
COMNAVSURFLANT Fleet Maintenance Activity Assessment.
In April 2008 COMNAVBEACHGRU TWO conducted an
annual Quality Assurance Audit, validating the highest state of
readiness in the QA department and the command.

The QA Department is compromised of LT Miller (QAO),
\GSMC Baldridge (AQAO), HTC Virden (NDE),
GSM1 Richards (QAS), HT1 Minor (QAS) GSE1 Vejar (QAI),
HT2 Bentz (NDI), HT2 Porter (NDI) and AZ2 Smith.
HT1 Bronner is also assigned to QA and is currently serving in
Kuwait providing valuable security to the base.

Two assigned Quality Assurances Supervisors (QAS) and one assigned Quality Assurance Inspector (QAI) expended 280 manhours in reviewing, tracking, auditing and recording 297 CWPs.

The Non-Destructive Testing Inspectors expertly completed 39
liquid Penetrant Test (PT) inspections on 44 Control Work
Packages (CWP) and 289 visual inspections on 37 Formal Work
Packages (FWP). NDT personnel expended 216 man-hours in
preparation of the aluminum weld school, inspecting more than
110 fit-ups, tacks, visuals and bend tests and fully certifying 16
student welders in accordance with the S9086-AQ-GIB-010/248
Welding Inspection Instruction Manual.

Our in-house QA School has qualified an additional 19 Quality
Assurance Supervisors, 113 Quality Assurance Inspectors and 77
Work Center Supervisors in order to ensure quality assurance.
Weekly training and on-the-job supervision greatly increased the
knowledge and awareness of the QA Program.

QA provides further support as part of the Division-In-the-Spotlight (DITS) team by conducting audits on sea and shore side
divisional training records. All maintenance personnel are
required to complete 3-M 301-PQS and QA Craftsman 301-PQS.
All craft engineers are fully qualified as QAI in accordance with
ACU 4’s commands instruction 4790.35(series) and the Joint
Fleet Maintenance Manual (JFMM) instructions.

In September the QA Department welcomed aboard
CW03 McDougal as the new QAO. LT Miller will be
transferring to the USS BATAAN as the Repair Division Officer.

We would like to thank the following transfers for their service at
Assault Craft Unit Four since the last “On Cushion” article:
GSMC Johnson who transferred to Assault Craft Unit Four Sea
side; HTC May who transferred to the USS Frank Cable; and
HT1 LANG who transferred to the USS Stout.
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New Confined Space Respiratory
Safety Measures Eliminate Dangers

things quite differently. For fuel tank cleanings, some crews
reported using half face charcoal respirators, others were using
the hose reels and in-line respirator in the hangar, and some
were not using anything.

Industrial Hygienist Shanahan also noticed some confusion
among the Gas Free Petty Officers regarding the meaning of the
"Safe for Personnel" designation on the Confined Space Entry
form. Shanahan noted that prior to the issuing of a permit for
entry into a LCAC fuel cell, Gas Free Petty Officers test the fuel
cell atmosphere for several hazards by performing a four-gas
analyzer drop test.

Respiratory Protection Program Manager DC2 Gerald Willis
uses banana spray to verify that a respirator fits properly.

A

CU 5 has taken great effort to improve its Confined Space
and Respiratory Protection Programs. These two programs have some unique characteristics to the ACUs that are not
found in the rest of the surface fleet.
Early last spring, the Safety Officer and one of the Safety Petty
Officers were attending an Industrial Hygiene course at the
NAVOSH Environmental Training Center in San Diego when
the Safety PO reported that Quality Assurance personnel were
experiencing headaches while conducting Corrosion Control
Inspections in the LCAC fuel tanks. Also attending the course
was Paul Shanahan, an Industrial Hygienist who happened to
work at Naval Hospital Camp Pendleton. We discussed our
procedures for entering, cleaning and inspecting the fuel tanks
but we were not quite sure what was causing the headaches.

A month after our meeting Mr. Shanahan came over to ACU 5 to
conduct his annual IH survey. He took his normal air and noise
sampling but also showed an active interest in solving the fuel
tank problem. He spoke with over 20 different sailors who
perform fuel tank cleanings and CCIs.
He discovered that each detachment and each crew were doing
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With respect to hydrocarbons, the four-gas analyzer is intended
to assess the presence of hydrocarbon vapors within the range of
the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL); this test is not intended to
measure hydrocarbon vapors within the much-lower range
applicable to safe breathing concentrations. In other words, the
four-gas analyzer may yield a drop test result of 0 percent hydrocarbons, yet the atmosphere tested may still have hydrocarbon vapor levels that are hazardous to breathe. Additionally, the
presence of residual fuel in the tank may result in a fluctuation
of hydrocarbon vapor levels throughout the day as the
temperature rises and falls.
We put our heads together and implemented a solution that
would protect sailors and require less training and equipment
upkeep as our current process. The problem with our old
procedure was that it required extensive training on the in-line
respirator system and was cumbersome to maneuver inside the
fuel tank.

We chose instead to use an ambient air pump which was
electrically powered and could be operated by two sailors at one
time. This would also decrease the length of time it took to
complete tank cleanings. The command purchased a total of
three ambient air pumps which are checked out by the Safety
Office.
The Respirator Protection Program Manager, DC2 Willis,
became increasingly involved in fit testing and training those
who would need to enter fuel tanks. He made sure sailors
understood the capabilities and limitations of the equipment as
well as kept the respirators and ambient air pumps ready for
issue. Each time a pump is returned, the hours of use are
recorded and after 200 hours the HEPA filter is replaced.

“It is a much simpler system to use and a lot easier to maintain
than the in-line respirators and escape bottles. A lot of our hose
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reels in the hangars were missing the correct size connections
because personnel would swap them out for a size that fit their
LP air tools,” Petty Officer Willis said.
The changes made at ACU 5 were achieved by a combined
effort from the Safety Department, Industrial Hygienist and
Sailors who used the proper method to report unsafe or
unhealthy working conditions.

The new procedures were taught on multiple occasions to Gas
Free Petty Officers (now called Navy Competent Persons), craft
crew members, and QA inspectors.

The Safety Office saw an immediate increase in personnel
checking out equipment and has also heard positive feedback
about the ease of use and disappearance of headaches or other
symptoms connected to fuel vapor inhalation.

story and photos by LT Jeff Clark, ACU 5

In the above two photographs, Corrosion Control Inspector AM2 Timothy Snow enters fuel tank with breathable air provided
from an ambient air pump. The use of these types of pumps has eliminated headaches sailors were getting while working in
the confined fuel tank spaces.
the LCAC bulletin
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Another Year of Cost Savings at ACU 4
Supply Dept. Redueces Labor Costs and Sends Several Sailors IA to Middle East

ACU 4 received a grade of OUTSTANDING with a score of
97.04% during the Supply Management Certification. This was a
command-wide effort in which Operations, Maintenance, the 1st
LT and several other departments sent personnel over to assist
Supply in preparation for this inspection. We thank our fellow
departments for their continuing support.

Sailors from the ACU Supply Department offload equipment
into storage.

T

he ACU 4 Supply Department is committed to ensuring
customer requirements are filled in the most expeditious
manner. Supply Department cannot do this alone. We received
help from many entities within the community. We would like to
say “Thank you” to all of our Supply Team Partners in the LCAC
community for assisting us with our mission in maintaining ACU
4 in the highest states of readiness.

Mr. Joseph Moore, DLA; Cindy Cline, NAVICP; Greg Simmons,
Jeff Kempton, Bill Buffkin, Cindy Grover-Updyke and Staff of
Panama City; NAVSEA OSR Mr. Joe Greene; ACU 4 OSR, Lee
Weatherford; PMO, Kevin Gerber; HM&E OSR, Mr. Tom
Hoffsis; Supply Analysis, Steve Dunaway; C4 OSR, Joe Pugh;
ENG OSR and Boston OSR Mr. John Seals; the entire Phased
Maintenance Program Team and the ACU 5 Support Team have
been keys to our success. These people and many more have
given the ACU 4 Team outstanding support in meeting our
Readiness Goals. Thanks to all.

The USS NASSAU will soon return home and complete the first
deployment conducted by a LCAC detachment without an
assigned PUK. Before deployment, applicable PUK allowances
were capitalized into the NASSAU’s inventory and managed by
on board supply personnel. One of the benefits of this initiative
was that PUK assets that would normally be stored in the well
deck, now had locations in storerooms where they could be
properly stored and readily accessible to support LCAC
operations.

Another benefit was reducing the labor intensive requirement of
shore supply personnel to inventory, assemble, package and
transport several pallets of material. The west coast (ACU 5) has
a couple deployments under their belt with this concept, so now
is the time to compare notes and see what the next step forward is
and what we can do to improve upon this initiative.

ACU-4 Supply has offloaded 43 line items of Redistributable
Assents Onboard (RAB) for a total of $2,619,929.00 this fiscal
year. To date we have offloaded 345 line items valued at
$12,924,454.00 since we started efforts in reducing our excess.

CDR Coleman fleeted up to the position of ACU 4 Executive
Officer and Senior Chief(SW) Cleveland Rogers was acting
Supply Officer until LCDR Dan Feliciano reported on board late
June of this year. SK1 Kurianowicz was named 1st QTR Sailor
of Quarter and SKSN Barber and SKSN Mamman were selected
as Blue Jackets of the Quarter for Shore/Sea.
The Supply Department looks forward to the return of
SK1 Santos from his recent deployment onboard USS NASSAU
and SK2 Nixon who is currently filling an IA billet in
Guantanamo Bay Cuba.
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A member of the ACU 4 supply Dept works with oil
containers.
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ACU 5 Supply

ACU 5 Celebrates Another Year of
Success in the Supply Department
A
CU 5’s Supply Department consists of 68 Sailors and five
civilian personnel. The Supply Officer, LT Brent Falla,
expertly directs the logistics and fuel/hazmat operations. CWO4
Jack Fernando, the Assistant Supply Officer, manages the food
service and barracks operations. With the leadership of
Departmental LCPO, CSCS (SW/AW) Almazan, the Supply
Department is ready, willing and able to serve the fleet and meet
its challenges.

Stock Control
Though no khaki Storekeeper for over 18 months, Stock Control
continues to provide outstanding logistics support for 39 LCAC
both at ACU 5 and forward deployed to West Pac Alfa (WPA) detachment, in Sasebo, Japan. The Stock Control crew
implemented an aggressive LAP/Inventory program which
resulted to an increased validity of 99% to over 6,000 line items.
The Logistics team is also gearing up for the LTT visit and
Supply Management Certification (SMC) through a rigorous
assessment of internal operating procedures. Bravo Zulu to
Mr. Dutch Luitweiler and SK1(SW) Gray for their leadership in
the FY07 DOD IG Navy Working Capital inspection which
resulted in a “Zero” discrepancy. Additionally, Bravo Zulu to
SK1(AW) Bautista and SK2 Cruz for their outstanding logistical
support while TAD to WPA detachment. The Stock Control
division continues to strive forward and make a positive impact
to the fleet.

Fuels / Hazmat Division
Until February 2008, ACU 5’s Fuel Farm was under the
management of Camp Pendleton Base Airfield fuels. With the
strict guidance and leadership of ASC Rieta and ABF1 Belton,
ACU 5’s fuel facility has capitalized from the Defense Energy
Support Center (DESC) thus, making ACU 5's Fuel Farm a self
funding unit. The Fuel/Hazmat Division is manned 24/7. On a
given week, the Fuel/Hazmat crew provides 25k gallons of JP5
to at least 14 LCACs. The facility has the capacity to store over
133k gallons of JP5, 250 gallons of Mogas and 2,100 gallons of
Diesel, and maintains over 65% fill rate. The Supply Department
is proud to say that its Fuel Farm is the only fuel facility on the
west coast that is fully manned and operated by an all Navy
personnel team. Additionally, with the expertise of Mr. Ray
Malskis, the hazmat program exceeded the Environmental
Protection Agency, State, County, and NMCB Pendleton
standards with zero mishaps/incidents. Fuel/Hazmat Division
continues to excel and performs at peak efficiency.
Food Service
From the installation of new coffee/soda machines to the
preparation of a more robust and wide menu selection, the galley

crew elevates their shipmates’ morale on a daily basis. On June
16, 2008 “On Cushion Cove Galley” was given another five-star
rating during the Commander Navy Region Southwest
Accreditation assessment. Always mission capable, the galley
exceeds the standards promulgated by the Supply Management
Certification inspectors during the recent Limited Logistics
Training (LTT). Under the leadership of CSCS(SW/AW)
Almazan and CS1(SW) Williams, the Food Service team
continues to provide nutritious and high quality meals to over
600 crew members and various guests of ACU 5.

Bachelor Enlisted Quarters
Improving the morale and living condition of the residents of
Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ) is always our goal. CSC(SW)
Hill and his staff continue to provide outstanding customer
service and numerous self-help projects that save ACU 5
thousands of dollars of operation and maintenance fund. Built in
1986 and 1993, the BEQ’s received tremendous upkeep, thus
maintaining mission readiness and Zumwalt inspection ready on
a daily basis.

Bravo Zulu
Congratulations to SK1(AW) Bautista ACU 5 Senior Sailor of the
Quarter 4Q CY07, CS2 Dobbs as ACU 5 Sailor of the Quarter 3Q
CY07, and. CS2 Hinds as ACU 5 Sailor of the Quarter 4Q CY07.

Hails and Farewells
Supply Department would like to welcome the latest additional
to our outstanding team: New Supply DLCPO CSCS(SW/AW)
Almazan, SKCS(AW/SW) Huffine, SKC(SW) Graham,
ASC(AW/SW) Rieta, Mr. Fred Miller, ABF1 Belton,
CS1 Jack, SK2(SW) Obrique, SK2(SW) Castro, SK2(SW)
Estrada, ABF2 Fabian, CS2 Salvador, CS2(SW) Torres, CS2
Gambon, CS2(SW) Prescod, SK3(SW) Santiago, ABF3 Bello,
CS3 McDuffie, CS3 Clark, CS3 Cabrera, CS3 Wilson,
CS3 Taylor, CS3 Lynch, CS3 Bond and BMSN Douglas.

The Supply Department appreciates the following team members
who completed their tour aboard with flying colors:
CS2 Hanley, CS2 Dazzo, CS2 Pimentel, CS2 Clifford, SK2
Adams, SK2 Cruz, SK3 Williams, OS3 Griffin and CS3 Amos.

We would like to appreciate the service of the following
Supply personnel who were tasked on IA duties in support of
GWOT: CS2 Shawn Hanley (returnee), SKCS Paul Huffine,
ABF2 Ramiro Mirandacruz and CS2 Troy Prescod. Lastly,
would like to thank CSCS (SW/AW) Manuel Consunji who stood
the watch and served the naval service with pride for 27 years.
Fair winds and following seas.
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AC Testing

LCAC Flies to Eglin AFB for AC Tests

T

he goal of recent testing is to prove the viability of using a
common 33K BTU Air Conditioning (AC) unit on future
SLEP craft.

Currently SLEP craft are being outfitted with a single 51K BTU
AC unit, which is installed in several parts, rather than a single
package. The advantages of serving the Command Module with
two ES 33K BTU AC units are reduced logistics effort, ready
spare and additional capacity in extreme conditions, while
reducing acquisition costs.

Responding to numerous issues raised by the ACU’s operating
and maintenance personnel, a test was developed to determine
the viability of having two 33K BTU AC units to service the
Command Module. The test took place at Eglin AFB, just a
short cruise from NSWC
Panama City who developed
the test in conjunction with
CSC support engineers.

monitor all test areas. There was concern that the life raft
housing or radar, for example, would get too hot so they were
monitored with the pyrometers/thermocouple arrangement.
Note the photo on the next page showing a chamber temperature
of 122F at 43.6 percent humidity. The aft SIU got up to 165F!

Heat soaking began early Monday. It was approaching 120F by
early afternoon, and cool water was a HOT commodity. After the
craft was heat soaked overnight, solar loads were applied for
approximately one hour which stabilized cabin temperature prior
to starting the AC units.

Operating problems were discovered on Tuesday morning.
Unfortunately Murphy’s law applies in all places. The plan was
to bring the AC units online and follow the test matrix as noted
above. But on test day, the test
was initiated with one little
hiccup, none of the three AC
units would come online at 120F.

The test was designed to
It took a day of trial and
determine if the AC units
errors, but the test crew was
could support the various
able to get the AC unit to
conditions in which they are
consistently start up and stay
deployed or potentially
on at 110F. The tests were
deployed. A test matrix was
then restarted.
developed to cover all
potential operating scenarios,
PRELIMINARY
such as one AC unit off, one
RESULTS
on, both on, with make-up air,
The testing pushed the known
and without make-up air. It
envelope a bit, to see what can
was also hoped to find the
be expected from a typical
Solar loads heat up the LCAC cabin and the deck over the System craft. The test matrix was
upper limit capacity – what
Interface Units (SIUs).
can they do?
completed at 110F, so some
useful data was captured. Nothing popped! All the equipment
TEST SET-UP
survived the extreme interior and exterior heat loads. Nothing
The Command Module was instrumented with 16
boiled over or deformed, not even the experimental composite
thermocouples at the seats, overhead, AC outlet, C4N, and one
materials.
outside to capture ambient temperature. There was one
thermocouple at each SIU below deck. Two thermocouples on
The craft temperature was run up to 130F ambient on the final
the composite rear ramp, and six on the composite lift fan. It
day, with heat loads. The loads included C4N, solar and
was not known if the experimental composite could stand the
personnel but not the make-up air fan and return air fan. All
elevated temperatures.
three units were brought online at 115 degrees and the air
conditioners remained operational and capable of maintaining
The test crew went to work right away on the prep day. Wires were
the average command module temperature of 83F. When the
run everywhere and theromocouples put in designated locations.
make up air was turned on, it proved to be too much of a load,
Eglin personnel put pyrometers in designated strategic locations to
and the secondary AC unit shut down.
measure craft skin temperatures and thermal intensity.
With the instrumentation in place, all the wiring was routed to
the test trailer. The computers were set up to monitor all the
inputs. Two monitors were employed to capture data and
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LESSONS LEARNED

• Given individual differences between all three units, they
initially would not start consistently above 110F. After some
adjustments, consistent start-up was achieved at 115F.

On Cushion 2008

LCAC 66 at Eglin AFB’s McKinley Enviromental Laboratory in preparation for ES 33K AC tests. The thermometer shows the
ambient inside temperature of the laboratory. The temperatures on test days ranged from 110 degrees to 130 degrees.

• The units will operate at external temperatures of 120F degrees
and above. Running the recirc fan for 30-60 seconds helped at 115F.
• Ask the ACU unit personnel for input PRIOR to the test!
Contacting the ACUs revealed that they run the recirc fans
three to five minutes prior to start-up. This appears to help
with starting at extreme temperatures.
Some good data was taken with which to make future acquisition
decisions. Plus, everyone learned from the test, and that is always
good.

STATISTICS

Some statistics about Eglin AFB’s McKinley Environmental
Chamber:
• The chamber is the largest in the world, and can handle the
Air Forces largest aircraft, the C-5 Galaxy.
• Temperature range of -65F degrees to + 165F.
• Full engine operations are possible
• It can produce fog, wind, snow and rain in literally buckets
• 252 ft. wide x 260 ft. deep x 70 ft. high (So how many more
LCACs would it hold?)

Note the ambient temperature of 122F. Also the
deck temperature is 165F at the AFT SIU.

The Panama City test group included Test Director Andrea
Koval, Jena Jeffries, John Nicolosi, Scott Feenstra, and Doug
Johnson.
We appreciated Eglin’s McKinley Environmental Chamber
expertise and assistance in carrying out this test. A job well
done!

by Jim Thelander PhD, SDM 05D,
with editing by Dave Umberger, CSC

The screen shot of the temperature matrix shows
the story. Note line 3, columns 2 and 4. This is the
output of the primary 62F and secondary 64F AC
units at 130F after one hour of run time.
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ACU 4 Training

ACU 4 Training Improves Crew Readiness

A

Training Department Feverishly Prepared for First Ever SEAOPS Conference

ssault Craft Unit Four Training Department continues to
sustain a blistering pace enhancing the LCAC training
pipeline final product. ACU 4 Advanced Qualification Training
continues to lead the way, ensuring highly trained and well-prepared port and starboard LCAC crew personnel receive the
proper training and skill-sets necessary in support of ACU 4’s
mission requirements. The training received is instrumental for
the continuation of providing operationally ready assets in
support of global Expeditionary Warfare, and the Global War on
Terrorism operations. The high standards of excellence exuded
by the Training Department would not be possible if not for the
constant invaluable support that’s provided by our
counterparts from Assault Craft Unit Five, EWTGLANT,
EWTGPAC, NSWC Panama City, and PMS377J. A collective
effort by all ensures that each and every student are taught and
provided the most accurate
and up to date
material available to ensure
success for crews designated
to operate, and conduct worldwide amphibious operations.

In March of 2008, the ILSMT
met at Assault Craft Unit 5
and in June at Assault Craft
Unit 4. Within this forum, the
intricate details of important
training issues have been
refined and modified to assure
that the continuation of LCAC
operations will uphold the
tradition of over 20 years of
successful performance. The
success of ACU 4 would not
be possible if not for the logistical and fiscal support that we
continuously receive from PMS377J, Jim Deardorff, Patricia
Spencer, and the supporting cast of training specialists
throughout the LCAC community. PMS377J has
collectively assembled instrumental LCAC stakeholders in
forums that have identified key action items and solutions to
improve logistical, maintenance, and LCAC operational
deficiencies. One of the many important topics discussed in
ILSMT in May was the incorporation of Rules of the Road into
Advanced Qualification Training (AQT), Loadmaster, and Deck
Engineer training pipeline. With the level of responsibility
equal to or higher than that of any Navy assignment on the high
seas, it is very imperative that the level of knowledge regarding
navigational rules of the road is flawlessly exhibited across the
board by all LCAC crew personnel.
In June 2007, Training Department assumed the duties, from
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Assault Craft Unit Five, as SEAOPS Model Manager. These
duties are comprised of ensuring the accuracy, and the
dissemination of corrections throughout the fleet, and all others
involved or affiliated with LCAC operations. The Training
Department worked at a feverish pace in preparation for its first
SEAOPS Conference held at Fort Story Army Base, Virginia
Beach, Va. June 17-18, 2008. This was an undaunting task that
included a collective effort from the staff of 27 instructors
assigned to Training Department. This would not have
transitioned as smoothly if not for the efforts and support from
COMNAVBCHGRU I, COMNAVBCHGRU II, NSWC Panama
City, NSWC Philadelphia, Assault Craft Unit Five, and Assault
Craft Unit Four and other affiliates. Collectively, over 160
SEAOPS Feed Back Reports were compiled for the 2008
conference. The collection of FBRs are instrumental in
identifying SEAOPS
deficiencies, and ensuring
only the most accurate, up to
date guidance, and technical
information is available for
the SEAOPS end-users.

LT. Sean Hudson, ACU 4’s
Training Officer transferred to
ACU-4 Safety Department to
fill the vacant Safety Officer
position. Master Chief Walter
Green has assumed the duties
as the ACU 4 Training
Officer, maintaining stride
until the arrival of LTJG
Brandon Lofton who arrived
in July from the USS VELLA
GULF (CG-72). The Training
Department would like to wish the following instructors “Fair
Winds and Following Seas” for the unwavering professionalism,
profound level of knowledge, and the Esprit De Corps that was
exhibited day-in and day-out. GSCS (SW/AW) Burt Moreau
transferred to Assault Craft Unit Five, Detachment Alfa, Sasebo,
Japan. QM1 (SW/AW) Michael Klein transferred to Assault
Craft Unit Four, Operations Department. Assault Craft Unit
Four Training and Operations Department would like to
acknowledge GSCS (SW/AW) Scott A. Sones for 20 years of
faithful and diligent naval service. Senior Chief Sones first
reported to ACU 4 in May of 1992 as a Detachment Maintenance
Technician and graduated through the following positions;
LCAC Deck Engineer, Engineer, and finally Craftmaster during
his 16 year tenure. Master Chief Green would like to personally
acknowledge GSCS “Scott” Sones for the tremendous effort,
support, intellect, and camaraderie that has been established
over the past two years within the Training Department.
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ACU 5 Training

ACU 5 Training Leads in Crew Certifications

T

he ACU 5 Training Department consistently leads from the
front in supporting LCAC crewmember certifications,
qualifications, and improving the efficiency and overall readiness of
the command. From June 2007 through June 2008, the Training
Departments outstanding instructors have collectively certified 11
Craftmasters, six Engineers, five Navigators, 31 Deck Engineers,
and 10 Loadmasters. Additionally, they have annually re-certified
over 240 crewmembers while providing the fleet with exceptional
LCAC operators in direct support of the Global War on Terror, and
operation IRAQI FREEDOM.
As the Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) LCACs continue to
be commissioned into the fleet, the Training Department has
conducted two SLEP LCAC differences classes and successfully
certified eight operators ready to assume responsibility of this
enhanced naval vessel. Furthermore, the Training Department
instructors have assembled a Mobile Training Team to teach the
LCAC SLEP differences course to our forward deployed operators,
who have recently received two SLEP LCACs at Assault Craft Unit
5 WESTPAC ALFA, in Sasebo, Japan.

Assault Craft Unit 5’s Master Training Specialist (MTS)
program is at full swing. Led by the Training Departments
GSM1(SW/AW) Miller, he has aggressively and meticulously
developed an effective and manageable program. Qualifying four
personnel, Petty Officer Miller’s team has significantly improved the
professionalism of the Training Department and considerably
advanced the readiness at the command.
Consistently sought after for their amphibious knowledge and vast
experience, the Training Departments personnel, led by
OS1(SW/AW) Mckee, assumed the duties as the primary liaison
between Assault Craft Unit 5 and Naval Beach Group ONE in
preparation for operation PACIFIC STRIKE and JLOTS 2008.

Coordinating a multi-branch USTRANCOM sponsored operation to
amphibiously transport the United States Army’s 3rd Battalion/25th
Infantry Division from Hawaii to California which will involve 73
commands and over 3400 personnel. Petty Officer McKee’s
outstanding knowledge of amphibious operations and meticulous
attention to detail will significantly attribute to the success of this
critical operation.

Assault Craft Unit 5’s Weapon’s Division consistently demonstrates
absolute pride and professionalism while training and qualifying
over 400 personnel in small arms at the command. Led by
OSC(SW/AW) Rogers, his team unselfishly manages and ensures
all personnel are adequately trained prior to executing any practical
qualification procedures at the range. Maintaining a mishap free
environment, Chief Roger’s team continues to improve the readiness
of the command, including the successful small arms qualifications
to deploying Detachments CHARLIE, BRAVO, and DELTA in
support of the Global War on Terror and operation IRAQI
FREEDOM.
The Training Department would like to welcome aboard
GSCS(SW/AW) Logsdon, GSMC(SW/AW) Rachor,
GMC(SW) Cobb, BM1(SW/AW) Hynes, BM1(SW/AW) Stormo,
QM1(SW/AW) Weldon, QM1(SW) Nicholas, and
GSM1(SW) Watson. Additionally, we would like to say, “Fair
Winds and Following Seas” to GSCS(SW) Campbell and
OSC(SW/AW) Richards.

In closing, we would like to bid Farewell to HTCS(SW) Scott
Mermer as he transitions into retirement and the Fleet Reserves.
Senior Chief Mermer faithfully served in the United States Navy for
26 years and has always been a true Chief and Shipmate to the
Department and the command. Good luck in your new career and
you will truly be missed!
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West Pac Alfa

West Pac Alfa Participates in Foal Eagle,

T

An LCAC from West Pac Alfa returns to the USS Essex.

he Dragons of ACU 5 Detachment West Pac Alfa have had
another stellar operational year that included many
community activities.

West Pac Alfa is the only forward deployed LCAC unit in the
Navy, home ported in Sasebo, Japan. They currently have seven
LCAC assigned and a crew of 73 which is composed of two
Officers, 12 CPO’s and 59 E-6 and Below. With 73 people and
limited resources, West Pac Alfa has maintained a 90 percent
FMC rating throughout the year accumulating over 2000 hours
of mishap free operations while moving more than 50 thousand
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tons of USMC cargo equipment and personnel to 15 different
beaches in five different countries. With the final plans being drawn
for the new Yokose Facility, our eyes turn to the future of West Pac
Alfa. The new facility is scheduled to be complete by the year 2012
and will be able to accommodate 12 LCACs and all associated
maintenance equipment.
This year has also seen some changes in key personnel. CWO5
Joe Valdez was relieved as the Officer in Charge by
LTJG Taylor in March of 2008. CMDCM (SW/AW) Steve Alt
was selected for Command Master Chief; He was also relieved
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Transportex 08, Cobra Gold 08, Fall Patrol

LCAC 57, 58, and 90 embarked aboard USS Essex (LHD-2) and
conducted two significant exercises during this Patrol. KITP with
the Republic of South Korea, which included cross decking multiple ROKN assets for interoperability training, and LCAC
demonstration with the theaters newest LCAC capable platform
ROKS Dokdo.

The most significant event during the patrol was the first LCAC
in history to go feet dry in the country of Cambodia. LCAC 58
went ashore during a historic port visit where hundreds of
spectators came out to see the hovercraft in action. Additionally
ACU5 Sailors were involved in multiple COMREL’s while the
Essex was at anchorage.

Spring Patrol/Foal Eagle 2008

Spring Patrol LCAC 52 and 63 departed Sasebo aboard the USS
Harpers Ferry (LSD-49). One day out from homeport LCAC
commenced the on load of the 31st MEU and continued to operate daily through Blue Green SOCCEX in vicinity of
Okinawa. The ESG had follow-on operations in the Philippines
and Indonesia where 2 LCAC moved over 35 thousand tons of
USMC equipment and personnel ashore in support of several real
world missions demonstrating just what two properly supported
FMC LCAC can do.

TRANSPORTEX 08

TRANSPORTEX was conducted outside Sasebo harbor. LCACs
57 and 81 conducted joint operations with JMSDF Shimokita
LST (4002). LCAC 57 and 81 were embarked aboard USS
Tortuga (LSD 46) and cross decked to the Shimokita where
LCAC 57 recovered and marked the first time a deep skirt
configured LCAC has entered the well deck of this class of ship.
In addition the crews also conducted formation flying with our
Japanese counterparts.

IWO JIMAEX 08

by OSCS (SW/AW) Matt Dickinson as the Senior Enlisted
Advisor in May of 2008. CWO4 Mckinzy Best as the first
ACU-5 WPA Repair Officer.

West Pac Alfa has upgraded some its LCAC. ESG-3 and
ESG-7 conducted a LCAC craft swap on the beach in Thailand
on May 8th 2008. This significant event marked the first SLEP
configured LCAC to arrive in the SEVENTH FLEET Area of
Responsibility (AOR).

Fall Patrol 2007

The 63rd commemoration of the battle of Iwo Jima was
conduced with LCAC 57 and LCAC 58 embarking the USS
Tortuga. After the LCAC and Marines were ashore on Iwo Jima,
the LCAC crews, led by DCC Mier, completed a COMREL
where ACU 5 Sailors placed a refurbished US Marine Corps
grave marker onshore to commemerate the battle.

COBRA GOLD 08

Cobra Gold 08 departed Sasebo with LCAC 73 and 81 embarked
aboard the USS Harpers Ferry. The first objective of this
exercise was to conduct the LCAC craft swap when the Harpers
Ferry and Germantown were in range of Thailand the swap was
conducted on the beach and West Pac Alfa took custody of
LCAC 8 and 10, the first SLEP LCAC to be delivered to WPA.
The Det then shifted gears and proceeded directly off the coast of
Myanmar to provide Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief.
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ACU 4 Deployments

Deployed ACU 4 LCACs Participate in
Humanitarian Missions Throughout World

T

he Assault Craft Unit Four Operations Department has
gone through many changes since October 2007. The
most notable change was in the reorganization of the
Detachments (DETs) to match COMNAVBCHGRU II’s
nomenclature. Four DETs remained unchanged. DET One
returned from deployment in January 2008. DET Delta returned
from deployment in July 2008. DET Charlie deployed in
August 2008 with the USS IWO JIMA ESG, while DET A is
well on their way through the training cycle. The remaining
craft crew and maintenance personnel have been consolidated
into one big DET, called DET Mike.

Detachment
One

The most notable event was when DET One was called to assist
the hurricane stricken country of Bangladesh. LCACs entered
remote parts of the country to work with the local government to
aid the people who had lost their homes, family, and all way of
life. Delivering fresh water and medical supplies, the crews
represented the Navy and the United States in a trying time of
human need. Between loads, crew members would throw the
football around. Most of the Bangladesh people had never seen
or touched a football, so lessons were given to the cheers of
many on-lookers. Since the crowds were mainly children, the
craft crew gave out candy and snacks, treats the kids were happy
to have! The strength of the human spirit and appreciation of the
people of
Bangladesh gave
DET One a lesson
about the bond that
exists between all
people no matter
where they live in
the world.

Detachment One,
led by LTjg Setliff
and GSCS Bengson,
is comprised of
LCACs 38, 60, and
67, and returned
from an extremely
This deployment
successful
was not “work” the
deployment on 30
entire time. The
Jan 2008. DET One
sailors enjoyed
was deployed with
some
well deserved
Commander, Task
Rest
and
Relaxation
Force Five One,
time
in
ports
such
embarked in USS
as
Malta,
Italy;
KEARSARGE
LCAC 88 and the other LCACs of Det Three prepare to leave for Onslow Bay as part of Marmaris, Turkey;
(LHD-3) from
the
ESG Integration.
Dubai, UAE;
August 2007 to
Bahrain; Kuwait;
January 2008.
Israel;
and
Rota,
Spain.
If
they
were
not
conducting
missions or
During this six month deployment, the KEARSARGE ESG and
enjoying
the
scenery,
they
were
working
on
professional
the 22nd Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) supported
development programs, such as the Enlisted Surface Warfare
OPERATIONs IRAQI FREEDOM, ENDURING FREEDOM,
Qualification and Enlisted Aviation Warfare Qualification
BOWSPRIT, SEA ANGEL II, and Maritime Security Operations
programs, and NCPACE courses. Along the way, the
in support of the Global War on Terrorism.
KEARSARGE kept all sailors busy with multiple MWR events,
including Guitar Hero nights, World Series Poker, Steel Beach
The other ships in company were USS GUNSTON HALL
picnics,
and talent shows.
(LSD-44) and USS PONCE (LPD-5). Besides the usual
operations involved for IRAQI and ENDURING FREEDOM,
Overall, these three craft provided movement of over 1500
the KEARSARGE ESG completed several missions in the
personnel
and over 15,000 tons of cargo and vehicles for the
North Arabian Gulf in support of Maritime Security Operations
22nd
MEU.
During the deployment there were 19 birthdays,
and helped with humanitarian relief efforts to the country of
one
baby
born
back at home, all 38 DET BRAVO personnel
Bangladesh in support of Operation SEA ANGEL II. The craft
were
dual
warfare
qualified and six were reenlisted. Overall it
provided humanitarian supplies including toys, clothes, and
was
a
successful
effort
on the part of ACU 4, with lessons
medical equipment to a joint forces base in Africa. Operation
learned
and
experiences
gained. All crew members returned
“Hands Clasp” was accomplished with zero mishaps in daily
home
safely
to
a
warm
welcoming
crowd of ACU 4 shipmates
temperatures of about 117 degrees Fahrenheit.
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and anxious families and friends, and rousting cheers from the
crowd.

Detachment Delta

CWO3 Tiedemann and BMCS Searcy have led Detachment
Delta through a very successful deployment while embarked on
the USS ASHLAND (LSD-48). This detachment consists of
LCACs 70, 88, 89, and 42 ACU 4 sailors. The USS NASSAU
ESG departed Norfolk, Virginia on 19 February 2008 and
returned in July 2008. The other ships in company were the
USS TRENTON (LPD 14), USS ASHLAND (LSD 48),
USS PHILLIPEAN SEA (CG 58), USS ROSS (DDG 71),
USS BULKELEY (DDG 84), and USS ALBANY (SSN 753).

Detachment Delta has participated in various real-world
Operations including Operation WOLF HERRING off the coast
of Iran and Operation CAYA GREEN with the Israelis.
They transferred HVBSS members along with four tons of cargo
from the USS NASSAU
to Djibouti Africa, and
transferred five tons of
supplies from Djibouti
Africa to the USS
ASHLAND. The
maintenance team,
headed by GSMC Ryan,
provided outstanding
support and kept all
three craft in a FMC
status during the entire
deployment.

Prime Ministers in the S.E. African nations. In addition, they
had the opportunity presented in the south east African Nations
to perform service work and ACU 4 personnel gladly threw in a
lending hand. Finally, they completed over 220 safe
operational hours.

Detachment Charlie

The pre-deployment period was filled with many challenges and
valuable training evolutions. Among the favorites was the five
days spent at Fort A.P. Hill early this spring. The
teamwork of getting a team through the “Survivor” TV
show-like challenges on the Leadership Confidence course, to
finding your way through the swamps and woods with nothing
more than a compass and a map, the training at Fort A.P. Hill
was exceptional. They finished it off with a few days of weapon
shoots that included the M9, M16, M60 and the M203 Grenade
Launcher with High Explosive rounds and you’ll find sailors
lining up to go back and do it all again!
Following the A.P. Hill
training, DET Charlie
began its Final
Evaluation Phase (FEP)
where the crews were
able to put their training
into action. With the
Initial H-hour, Multi
LCAC waves, CBR
defense, perimeter
security and formation
flying, this evaluation
phase demonstrated the
DET’s ability to
accomplish the mission
at hand.

Enroute to their final
destination of the Fifth
Fleet Area of
Responsibility (AOR), Chief Beatie welcomes LCAC 67 and the rest of Det One after deployment.
They completed the Basic Training Phase in March 2008 and
the sailors enjoyed the various sites in Augusta Bay, Sicily;
Haifa, IS; Souda Bay, Crete; Port Louis, Maritius; Diego Suarez,
went on a Group Sail in April 2008 to Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Madagascar; Moroni, Comoros; Port Victoria, Seychelles;
for the FLEET WEEK celebration.
Djibouti City, Djibouti; Kuwait Naval Base; Jebel Ali; Bahrain;
In early May 2008, they conducted the ESG Integration exercise
Rhodes, Greece; and Gibraltar.
at Onslow Bay to practice offloading of equipment, vehicles,
and Marines. During this final phase of preparation for DET
Besides the operations, exercises, and port visits, Detachment
Charlie’s upcoming deployment, the crews and maintenance
Delta did very well professionally by completing many
personnel had many opportunities to work with the task force.
individual qualifications. First, five of the sailors were awarded
Working together on cargo loading, mission planning, and beach
the ESWS designator, bringing the entire detachment to their
operations continue to ensure a successful deployment!
100 percent ESWS qualification goal, GSE3 Deese was awarded
JSOQ from ACU-4, GMC Jack and OS1 Streeter qualified as a
Detachment Officer’s-In-Charge, LT Diaz, CWO3 Thomas,
Combat Information Center Watch Officer, ETC Ainsworth
DET LCPO OSCS Sasse, and LCAC’s 83, 84, 85, 86, and 87
completed her ESWS requalification, 20 sailors worked on
deployed in August 2008. DET Charlie is part of the
various classes through the NCPACE program, and eight
USS IWO JIMA ESG and the 26th Marine Expeditionary
completed the Academic Skills English class.
Unit (MEU). The other ships attached to the ESG are the
USS CARTER HALL (LSD-50) and the USS SAN ANTONIO
ACU 4 sailors were given the opportunity to meet former
(LPD-17).
President Bush, as well as rub elbows with Ambassadors and
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Detachment Alfa

Detachment Officer’s-In-Charge, CWO3 Figueiredo, CWO2
East, and DET LCPO QMCS Silvey, LCACs 26, 39, 55, 71, 77,
and 78, officially established DET Alfa in April 2008. They will
be attached to the USS BATAAN ESG and the 22nd MEU.
They began the Basic Phase Training, starting with CART I and
team building in May 2008, followed by CART II in Jun 2008.
In addition, they have been conducting missions every Tuesday
and Thursday since May 2008 in order to practice formation
flying and landing on the beach. The ULTRA III was completed
in late July 2008, with their Final Evaluation Period successfully
completed in August 2008. DET Alfa then moved on to the
integrated phase of training, and will deploy in early 2009.

Detachment Mike

DET Mike is led by CWO2 Lucario Detachment Officer’s-InCharge, and DET LCPO ENCS Lyall. Since the last edition of
“On Cushion,” DET Mike has been busy conducting various
local exercises. In October 2007, LCACs 26 and 28 returned
from Panama City, Florida after their acceptance trials via the
USS BATAAN.

In January 2008, two craft were chosen to conduct the Chemical
Biological Immediate Response Force (CBIRF) Exercise for the
President Bush’s State of the Union Address.
In February 2008, two craft were successfully deployed to

conduct the USS SAN ANTONIO’s Operational Evaluation.
During this two week period, the craft and crew completed over
40 missions and moved over 200 pieces of equipment from the
ship to an offload point on Onslow Bay.

In April 2008, LCAC 26 and 28 were, once again, deployed to
conduct a Marine Day exhibition in Quantico, Virginia for over
400 congressmen. GSEC Yoder, an expert craftmaster, put on a
demonstration that would make an aviator jealous!

The month of May 2008 has been littered with High Visibility
Port visits. LCAC 26, led by CWO2 East, embarked on USS
KEARSARGE and went to the “Big Apple” for New York Fleet
Week. LCAC 28, and GSEC Yoder, embarked on the USS
MESA VERDE and transited to Quebec, Canada. In Canada,
they were a static display and provided tours to over 1,500
visitors.

Finally, DET Mike, LCACs 20, 26, 39, and 19, and crew
members have helped the USS KEARSARGE, USS BATAAN,
USS GUNSTON HALL, and USS PONCE complete their
Amphibious Certification.

All in all, DET Mike is performing well and working hard to
keep craft Full Mission Capable to support events as listed
above and to support the students in the Advanced Qualification
Training pipeline.

photo courtesy NavyNewsstand
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Local residents help unload water from an LCAC as part of Disaster Relief in Bangladesh following Tropical Cyclone
Sidr.
On Cushion 2008

ACU 5 Deployments

Det. Bravo and Charlie Deploy from ACU 5

LCACs Travel to Middle East, Bangladesh, to Support Humanitarian Missions
Detachment Bravo

Det BRAVO deployed with the USS BON HOMME RICHARD
Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) from April to November 2007.
The craft were embarked aboard USS BON HOMME RICHARD
LHD 6 (LCAC 62, 64 and 82) and USS RUSHMORE LSD 47
(LCAC 65 and 76) and ended up conducting “split-ARG”
operations for a majority of the deployment. The USS
RUSHMORE operated in the vicinity of ABOT and KABOT oil
platforms in the Northern Arabian Gulf and the USS BON
HOMME RICHARD operating in the Central and Southern
Arabian Gulf. The LCACs conducted Maritime Security
Operations around the Arabian Gulf oil platforms covering 2,200
nautical miles in the effort to reduce piracy to the regions oil
supply and local fisherman. The USS BON HOMME RICHARD
ARG conducted the onload/offload of the 13th Marine
Expeditionary Unit of 4,000 personnel and 4,000 tons of
equipment in support of OPERATIONS IRAQI FREEDOM and
ENDURING FREEDOM.

Detachment Charlie

On November 5th, 2007 Detachment Charlie deployed aboard
USS TARAWA (LHA 1) and USS GERMANTOWN (LSD 42)
with LC08, LC10, and LC23. It was an odd configuration
composing of two SLEP craft and one Legacy with the SLEP
craft being split between ships. Led by LTJG Dolan and CWO2
Graves, LCPO BMCS(SW/SCW) Grgetich and his crew were
able to complete the extended seven month deployment safely
with zero mishaps and minimal craft casualties.

Det Charlie’s personnel worked hard and didn’t let it stop at
work. Eight sailors studied just as hard and were advanced!
Congratulations go out to BM1(SW/AW) Meza, ET1(SW/AW)
Stout, GSE2(SW) Landry, GSE2(SW) Thomas, HT3(SW)
Boltich, GSE3(SW) Hebding, GSE3(SW) Packard, and
HT3(SW) Perez! Also, shortly after deploying GSE2(SW) Sturre
was awarded ACU5 Sea Sailor of the Year, CY08 joining
HT1(SW/AW) Delgado who was Sailor of the Year for 2006, and
ET1(SW/AW) Stout who was Sailor of the Year for 2007. Other
milestones included the Enlisted Warfare Specialist qualifications
of HT3(SW) Boltich, GSM3(SW) Heholt, GSE3(SW) Hebding,
GSE2(SW) Landry, HT3(SW) Merrit, GSE3(SW) Packard,
HT3(SW) Perez, and GSE2(SW) Thomas. Further qualifications
included Enlisted Aviation Warfare Specialist of MNC(SW/AW)
Adame.
Aboard GERMANTOWN, LCAC’ing wasn’t the only game
Det Charlie brought to the field. Their Team Philosophy of “One
Team, One fight” was recognized as the most integrated
detachment by Commander Moore, Commanding officer of
GERMANTOWN, several people were afforded the opportunity
to qualify or assume shipboard duties. GSMC(SW) Frederick

Members of Det. Charlie at Kuwait Naval Base.

qualified Officer of the Deck and was recognized as one of his
more prepared candidates for his board. HT1(SW/AW) Delgado
earned his Engineering Officer of the Watch qualification,
OS1(SW/AW) Fletcher qualified Combat Information Center
Watch Officer, BM1(SW/AW) Olson assumed the duties as the
Ship’s Master At Arms, and ET1(SW/AW) Stout qualified
Combat Systems Officer of the Watch. During work-ups,
GSM2(SW) Ganzer and HT2(SW) Murphy led ship’s company
and sailors from ACU-5 in the rehabilitation of
GERMANTOWN’s gym. They tore the gym down and built
it from the deck up reallocating some of the ships’ underutilized
spaces.

Although everyone was studying for qualifications or standing
under instruction watches, operations were conducted in the fifth
fleet area of responsibility. Beating the timeline every mission,
Detachment Charlie was able to move over 2,500 tons of rolling
stock and 700 pax in direct support of Operations Coconut Grove
(Maldives), Kuwaiti Offload for Marine Sustainment Training,
Djibouti Africa for Marine Sustainment Training and adding to
the expected, the detachment participated in 5th Fleet Maritime
Interdiction Operations and conducting recon missions for the
ship by going ahead and locating dhow clusters that were out of
the ships radar picture. These missions improved the ships
reporting rate exponentially in efforts to counteract illicit
smuggling, trafficking, and pirate activities.
On the return trip home in May, the Detachment turned over with
her counterparts in Sasebo Japan, West Pac Alfa, in Thailand.
LCAC’s 08 and 10 were turned over for assignment and rolled
right into a Cobra Gold. DET Charlie took LCAC’s 73 and 81
for the final leg home. June 3rd was a very happy day as DET
Charlie completed another chapter in her fulfilling her legacy.
Until next year!
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Advanced Welding for LCACs

Advanced TIG Welders Keep Navy
and Marines Walking, Riding on Air
At ACU 5 “No Beach Out of Reach” with New Techniques in Welding

C

ommissioned in 1983, ACU 5 has been tasked with the
high speed transfer of personnel, equipment, and supplies
from ship to shore and inland to designated landing areas. To
accomplish this, the unit relies on a unique hovercraft, the
Navy’s Landing Craft, Air Cushion (LCAC).

Riding on a cushion of air, the LCAC can transport an M1A1
tank, 24 Marines or other 75-ton payload at speeds of up to 40
knots for distances of 200 miles. A traditional landing craft
traveled at 8 knots, could access only about 17 percent of the
world’s beaches and delivered its cargo or troops at the beach.
An LCAC, on the other hand, can access about 80 percent of the
world’s beaches and can carry its cargo far inland, clearing
obstacles of up to four-feet high.

With their high speed and increased range, LCACs can launch
from their parent ship, which remains out of sight over the
horizon, and quickly make their way inland. This maximizes the
element of surprise, reduces exposure to enemy fire and,
because of their high speed, allows them to coordinate with
helicopters during an amphibious assault. LCACs have
deployed in Operation Desert Storm, Operation Iraqi Freedom,
Somalia and have even conducted humanitarian missions of
Tsunami relief, Hurricane Katrina relief and Firefighting support
on Catalina Island, CA.

Aging Fleet Stays Shipshape

There are 79 LCACs in service, each operated by a crew of five
enlisted personnel and powered by four TF40B gas turbine
engines that produce 4,000 hp each. Constructed by Textron
Marine and Land Systems and Avondale Gulfport Marine,
LCACs were designed with a 20-year service life. Now, having
reached the 20-year mark and with no additional craft being
manufactured, the Navy has undertaken a Service Life
Extension Program (SLEP) to extend the life of the craft by 10
years.

SLEP work might consist of upgrading systems, replacing
engines and repairing structural components, including
replacing damaged areas on the underside of the deck or
“buoyancy box.”

Contracted through L-3 Communications Unidyne, Walashek
Industrial & Marine are performing the SLEP work at Camp
Pendleton, Calif., for the U.S. Navy. With headquarters in
Seattle and locations around the country, Walashek has a
reputation for performing complete overhaul and repair of
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marine boilers, structural and piping system fabrication and
other specialized ship repair, including work on the aircraft
carrier USS Nimitz.

“The LCAC takes quite a beating,” said Paul Hicks, program
manager for Walashek. “They transition from on cushion over
water and land and various beach environments and parking in
support ships under varying sea conditions and can adjust to the
operating environment and is constantly battered about by the
seas.”

A peripheral skirt system holds the cushion of air and connects
to the LCAC’s buoyancy box, which is designed to keep the
craft afloat even if it goes “off-cushion” and the skirt is deflated.
The buoyancy box receives a majority of the attention due to the
effects of the corrosive ocean environment and vibration related
cracks.

Everyone concerned with maintaining the LCACs is acutely
aware that United States military personnel lives are at stake
each time the crafts head to sea, and they perform their tasks
accordingly. Every inch of the craft is inspected, and suspect
areas are marked for repair or removal and replacement.

While Walashek works to extend the service life of the crafts,
nearby on the base, Navy hull technicians (HTs) perform the
pre- and post-deployment maintenance that keep the LCACs
running on a regular basis. Gary Wheeler, ACU 5’s onsite
representative from CACI, trains the HTs in the fine art of TIG
welding the aluminum craft.

Regardless of prior welding experience, when HTs enter the
program, it’s Wheeler’s job to start from the beginning and
teach them the theory, machine operation, metallurgy and
welding techniques they’ll need to earn their Navy certification
to weld on the aluminum LCACs. These efforts saves the
command up to $1 million each year since ACU-5’s personnel
can perform welding and maintenance that would otherwise be
contracted out.
Walashek draws on its many years of welding experience and
skilled workforce to perform the SLEP work.

“With our experience in boiler work and other welding-critical
projects, we’ve got pipe fitters, boiler makers, steam fitters and
some top-of-the-line welders working for us,” says Paul Hicks,
program manager for Walashek. Yet, regardless of an individ-
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ual’s previous experience, to qualify for working on the LCAC,
Walashek’s welding operators must pass overhead,
horizontal and vertical x-ray welding tests. Each completed
production weld is tested using dye penetrant. To meet the
challenge, both the Navy and Walashek chose the Miller
Dynasty 300 DX AC/DC TIG welder for its advanced
squarewave output and aluminum welding capabilities.

The Problem with Aluminum

“Aluminum is a unique alloy that presents some special welding
challenges,” says Wheeler. “For instance, steel changes color as
it heats up; however, aluminum maintains the same color
whether it’s solid or liquid, making it difficult to determine the
temperature of the alloy. This means it’s easier to put too much
heat into the weld and burn through the material.

“Aluminum also has a thick, heavy oxide on it, which melts at
about 3,600-degrees F, while the aluminum itself melts at about
1,075-degrees F. This requires the welder to disrupt the oxide
by mechanical abrasion and the welding arc [Electrode Positive
part of the AC welding current]. If it’s done correctly, after the
weld is complete, the oxide will reform within eight hours to
protect the weld and the plating for the rest of its life cycle.”
If the oxide is not removed properly, the aluminum will melt
below the oxide and the fusion will not be sufficient to carry the
LCAC. So AC output is necessary for TIG welding aluminum
because it combines the cleaning action of Electrode Positive
(EP) to remove the oxide layer on the metals with the penetration of Electrode Negative (EN).

Weapon of Choice

The Dynasty 300 DX AC/DC TIG welder allows the user to
precisely control the arc characteristics and the amount of heat
put into the weld, which helps prevent the burn-through and
warping that might occur on thin material and ensures better
penetration. These capabilities made it the ideal choice for
keeping the LCACs shipshape.

The Dynasty 300 DX provides a 5- to 300-amp output range
(250 amps at 40- percent duty cycle), and permits adjusting
frequency from 20 to 250 Hz and adjusting EN duration from
50 to 90 percent. By fine tuning EN duration and AC frequency,
operators can stabilize the arc, reduce arc wandering, obtain
excellent directional control over the arc and puddle, establish
the weld puddle faster, precisely place the filler and control bead
width.
The desired arc cone shape and weld bead profile determine the
frequency to be used. An arc cone at 200 Hz is much tighter and
more focused than an arc cone operating at 60 Hz. At higher
frequency, there is significantly improved arc stability and
increased penetration, making it ideal for fillet welds and other
fit ups requiring deep, precise penetration.
Pieces with wider gaps to fill or that require build up will

benefit from decreasing the frequency. The longer the arc spends
in each polarity, the longer it has to spread itself out to the
nearby metal and the softer and wider the arc cone that results.

“On fillet welds and lap weld joints we change the frequency to
200 Hz,” Wheeler says. “This minimizes some challenges for
the welding machine operator in that it minimizes melt through,
burn through and some other defects. On a butt weld, where
we’re putting two pieces together, we change the frequency to
60 Hz, keeping the arc on longer and getting adequate fusion.”
“With aluminum if your welds are too large and you’re putting
in too much heat into the base metal, you’re going to warp it. It
will turn into a pretzel,” says Hicks. “But the Miller Dynasty
gives us the ability to adjust our parameters…to tighten up our
beads, control our heat better, and increase our travel speed,
which also leaves less heat. Plus, it’s a simple machine to
operate.”

Hicks offers the following tip, “A lot of guys will think that if
you want to put less heat on something, you need to turn your
amperage down. Well, it’s actually the opposite. To decrease the
heat transferred to the metal, increase your amperage so you can
increase your travel speed.”

When it comes to balance control, more cleaning action is not
necessarily better. A good weld requires only a 0.1-in. of etched
zone surrounding the weld, although different joint
configurations may have different requirements. Using the least
amount of cleaning action necessary (setting the balance at the
highest practical EN) helps maintain the tungsten point, reduces
balling and provides for deeper, narrower penetration.
Insufficient cleaning action results in a “scummy” weld puddle.
Too much cleaning action can lead the tungsten tip to ball and
reduce penetration.
“We set the electrode to 70 percent EN,” says Wheeler. “At that
setting, we get good cleaning action while extending tungsten
life, since it puts more heat in the base material than in the
electrode.”

Although the Dynasty 300 DX has given way to the Dynasty
350, Walashek will likely continue using their current
machines.

“I’ve been running 17 Dynasty 300s for the past two years and
they run just as good today as they ran the day we bought them.
Their durability has been great, and they pack a whole lot of
punch into a little box. It does everything we need it to do.”
Thus armed with the Dynasty 300, Navy HTs and Walashek
welders will do their part to ensure that no beach remains out of
reach.
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ACU 4 Sailors of the Year

Sea Sailor of the Year: James R. Phillips

I

n addition to being selected as ACU 4’s Sailor of the Year,
BM1 (SW/AW) James R. Phillips was also selected as the
Commander Naval Beach Group Two, Commander,
Expeditionary Strike group two, and the Commander Second
Fleet Sailor of the Year.
Petty Officer Phillips is at the forefront of naval deckplate
leadership at ACU 4. His daily results continually prove him
unmatched and he excels in every environment. As the
Command’s Assistant Mentorship Coordinator, he guided and
counseled 448 personnel, contributing to their professional
development, and personal growth.

Petty Officer Phillips efforts greatly enhanced mission
readiness, improved morale and fostered a more positive
command climate. A proactive leader with extensive technical
knowledge and insightful guidance, he has made extraordinary
contributions to Detachment 4 Operations Department, and the
command. As Divisional Career Counselor, LCAC 53 Work
Center Supervisor and the Detachment 4 Mentorship
Coordinator he directly and positively impacted the careers of
41 Sailors through effective leadership and guidance. His
efforts resulted in a 2006-2007 detachment wide 100 percent
eligibility for advancement.

He has involved the command in various community relations
projects through a Partners-in-Education agreement with
Lynnhaven Middle School. These projects include construction

of a stage for
National Junior
Honors Society
and a bridge for
Environmental
Research.
He superbly
managed ACU
4’s Coats-ForKids drive,
resulting in 740 CMC Sammie L. Lymon, Mrs. Phillips,
jackets, blankets BM1 Phillips, and Vice Admiral Chanik
and other essentials collected and donated to children of ACU 5 impacted by
the California wildfires. In addition, he organized a silent
auction to benefit The American Cancer Society’s Relay for
Life, raising over $7,500 for a local cancer research
organization.

BM1 (SW/AW) James R. Phillips makes things happen: he is a
doer! His ability to plan, organize, train, direct, and operate
within ACU 4's Operations Department ensured ACU 4
exceeded all it's organizational goals and objectives. He is
remarkably talented, is cool and unflappable, exhibits
unsurpassed common sense, demonstrates uncommon
initiative, is dynamic and indefatigable, and is a superb
communicator. ACU 4 is most fortunate to have this
one-of-a-kind, superb sailor in our command.

Shore Sailor of the Year: Gerald S. Almeria

A

s R-2 Divisional Leading Petty Officer, Petty Officer
Almeria manages and leads a division of 40 personnel.
He is an inspiring and motivating Sailor whose approach to
challenging assignments always produces innovative results. He
is responsible for the Hydraulic Shop’s ten percent increase in
productivity through the implementation of a job tracking status
log and is proactive in ensuring his personnel are attaining
qualifications.
In support of the SLEP completion on LCAC 37, his work
center fabricated over 60 hydraulic flexible and hard lines to
support the hydraulic system testing by L-3 Contractors.
Additionally, the hydraulic shop overhauled 11 hydraulic
modules in support of Textron SLEP craft that were damaged
during Hurricane Katrina. These modules were completed in an
unprecedented three weeks and shipped back to Textron for
installation. As a result, his efforts led to a total cost avoidance
of more than $350,000.

He is also involved command wide. As Assistant Command DAPA,
he devoted 530 hours to the program, lowering alcohol-incident
related referrals to almost zero. He facilitated five ADAMS
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Supervisor classes,
instructed ten
Alcohol-Aware
courses and
presented five
Command DITS
briefs.

In summary,
GSM1(SW) Gerald
S. Almeria makes
things happen: he is
a doer! His ability to
plan, organize, train,
and direct within the
Maintenance
Department ensured
ACU 4 exceeded all it's organizational goals and objectives.
Petty Officer Almeria is remarkably talented, is cool and
unflappable, exhibits unsurpassed common sense, demonstrates
uncommon initiative, is dynamic and indefatigable, and is a
superb communicator.
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ACU 5 Sailors of the Year

Sea Sailor of the Year: Daniel L. Zwisler

A

s Detachment Delta’s Leading Petty Officer, Petty Officer
Zwisler demonstrated superior leadership and mentorship
to 70 enlisted personnel. His personal attention to his Sailors
directly resulted in four Detachment Delta Sailors being
nominated as Sailor of the Quarter, two Sailor of the Quarter
selections and one Junior Sailor of the Year selection.
Furthermore, his positive deckplate leadership led to three of his
PO2’s being ranked as early promote during the most recent E-5
ranking board. His outstanding organizational and managerial
abilities played a key role ensuring Detachment Delta has Full
Mission Capable craft in support of EWTGPAC, AQT and all
ACU-5 mission goals.
He oversaw the revitalization of the annual Professional
Military Knowledge (PMK) training program. With only three
weeks until the exam cycle, Petty Officer Zwisler took it upon
himself to re-energize a program that had been in shambles. He
spent over 100 hours off duty time, to prepare and organize a
training program that enabled each and every Sailor the
opportunity to further their military knowledge and be well
prepared for their exams. He was instrumental in constructing

and implementing a
year-round training
program that will
involve both PMK,
and In-rate training,
providing ACU-5
Sailors the tools and
knowledge they need
to further succeed in
their careers.

OS1 Zwisler’s
sustained superior
performance makes
him that individual in
an organization whom
superiors routinely
rely on to solve
difficult problems or
demanding situations.
Congratulations on a job well done!

Shore Sailor of the Year: Shawn M. Hall

E

T1 Hall is the personification of today’s Naval Leader.
From the pride in his personal appearance, initiative,
proactive deckplate leadership and mentorship to his selection as
the First Class Petty Officer’s Association Treasurer, Command
Honor and Ceremonies Coordinator, and Command CFC Fund
Drive Coordinator, Petty Officer Hall radiates the US Navy’s core
values of Honor, Courage and Commitment.
Selected as the Command Training Team Leader, he took charge
of a 27 person team and created a well diverse Command
Training Team that has been instrumental in instructing Navy
Rights and Responsibilities workshops to over 120 command
personnel. Always willing and capable to complete the most
difficult tasks, he was given three days to effectively coordinate
and manage the required nine different instructors for the three
day Petty Officer Indoctrination Class, in which all 20 attendees
were to be frocked the very next Monday. As the Assistant
Leader of the Command Assessment Team, he oversaw the
completion of the command assessment survey, ensuring all 650
personnel at Assault Craft Unit Five were given the opportunity
to participate.

As the Maintenance Department’s Electronics Repair Division
Project Manager, ET1 Hall manages and directs four sailors in the
completion of their duties in three Electronic Shops; 67A the
Electronics Shop, 67B the Calibrations Lab and 67M the
Miniature/Micro-miniature Repair Lab. Throughout the
completion of 243 formal work packages for various electronic

work on 33 Landing Craft Air
Cushion crafts, his
deckplate leadership and
technical expertise proved to
be significant as he guided his
Division to a 100 percent
completion rate without any
safety related incidents or
hours lost on required
rework. Further, his personal
knowledge and expertise was
integral in the development
and training of a
comprehensive LCAC
communications groom
package now being utilized in
the assessment of all pre-induction LCAC.

As the Command Calibration Coordinator, his leadership directly
led to the Recertification of the Command’s Calibration program
and Calibration Lab, ensuring continued availability of electronic
test equipment. His effort actually expanded the command’s
calibration capabilities and certification while simultaneously
stream lining the overall work processes.
ET1 Hall’s superior work ethic and personal deckplate leadership
immeasurably impacted command goals and mission
accomplishment. Congratulations on a job well done!
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Hail

LCAC People

Farewell

ACU-4

PMS377

CAPT Scott Anderson, Commanding Officer
LCDR Johnny Martinez, Executive Officer
LCDR Dan Feliciano, Supply Officer
LCDR Richard Manglona, Operations Officer
LT Sean Hudson, Safety Officer
CW03 Donald McDougal, QA
LT Brandon Loftus, Training

CAPT Tony Mitchell
Kee Chae
Kent Taylor

ACU-4

CAPT Ray Clark, Commanding Officer
LCDR Dale Hager, Executive Officer
CDR Marcia Coleman, Executive Officer
LCDR Mike Nash, Operations Officer
LCDR Bill Wiburn, Maintenence Officer
CWO2 Tim Collins, Safety Officer
LT John Miller, QA

ACU-5

LCDR Steven Maxwell Dupont, Executive Officer
LCDR Diomedes Miranda, Maintenence Officer
LCDR Jeffrey Han, Chaplain
LT Stephanie Barnes, Scheduling Officer
LTJG Darrell Morgan (DetOnC)
LTJG Marc Morgan (DetOnC)
LTJG Terence Taylor (Det OnC)
ENS Beau Blanchard (Administrative Officer)
CWO4 John Essway (Det OnC)
CWO4 McKensie Best (Det OnC)
CWO2 Virgil Jones (Det OnC)
In Memoriam
BMCM (SW) Timothy Beaman
HT3 David Price
Clinton Brian Haywood

ACU-5

LCDR Walter Bonilla (Executive Officer)
LCDR Aron Washington (Maintenence Officer)
LCDR Tremayne Criner (Operations Officer)
LT Clifford Dearden (Administrative Officer)
LTJG James Gathman (Det OnC)
CWO5 Joseph Valdez (Det OnC WPA)
CWO3 Nathan Payne (Repair Officer)
CWO3 Shawn Parson (Det OnC)
CWO3 Norris Taylor (Det OnC)
CDCM (SW) Eric Page (Command Master Chief)

A Shipmate Honors BMCM (SW) Timothy Beaman

T

here's a matte on a picture from my days as a Craftmaster at
ACU 5, that perhaps is the pinnacle of my professional career as a Chief Petty Officer and LCAC Craftmaster. The matte
frames a photo from my time at a very prestigious place, ACU 5.

There I worked side-by-side with the pride of the fleet, 35 or so
of the finest Craftmasters in the Navy, each and every one of
them working with a passion for excellence that I've never seen
exceeded, and never even seen matched. A hard tour, long hours,
exceptional standards-but a gratifying one. In the nature of such a
place, the only thing on the matte that frames the photo is the
signatures of ACU 5 Craftmasters; no other words are
required. One of those signatures belongs to Tim Beaman.
One of the finest leaders I've ever met was then Chief Petty
Officer Tim Beaman. At the time he was a leading chief in Det
Alfa. He weighed perhaps 130 lbs, and was 5'6" tall, built of
twisted steel and immense dignity. He was a man who could not
see a flaw, whether it was in his gear, or those who maintained it,
without correcting it instantly. He was a man for whom the "path
of least resistance" held no allure. He exemplified unlimited
professionalism, enthusiasm, and dedication. He was the kind of
leader most wish people wish they could become.
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I am indebted to Master
Chief Beaman for many
things, but mostly for his
ability to always lend a
willing hand, heart or ear.
Some people call making
Master Chief Petty Officer a
milestone in a Navy career.
I call it "The proudest damn
thing anyone could ever
achieve."

Our Nation needs strong
and focused leaders like Tim
who create solutions not
problems. He did not join the Navy for a college education, to
travel the world, or to advance himself. Tim joined the Navy
because serving his country was the right thing for him to do.
With this outlook, a Chief Petty Officer was the right thing for
him to become. I am proud to call Tim a Shipmate and friend and
I will miss him greatly.
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by Guy Beckley,CSC/PMS377

LCAC People

Clinton Brian Haywood
ACU 4 Maintenence Dept.

Clinton Brian Haywood was born in the US Virgin Islands
and joined the Navy in March 2001. He reported to ACU-4
in March 2007. He was a member of Maintenance
Department R3 Division and was responsible for
performing Shipboard Instrumentation Systems
Calibrations (SISCAL), Cableway Inspections, A/C
Alterations and miscellaneous electrical repairs.

His life was tragically cut short on August 12, 2008, at the
tender age of 25 as a result of a motorcycle accident. He
was an excellent technician, hard charger and will truly be
missed by all.
by EMC James Cannon,

ACU 4

David J. Price

ACU 5 West Pac Alfa

Petty Officer David J. Price enlisted in the Navy on 22
May 2002 and was a member of ACU 5’s West Pac Alfa
detachment. There he was a hull technician responsible for
the maintenance and repair of seven LCACs.
Prior to his service with ACU 5, HT2 Price served aboard
the USS Belleau Wood in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom, Operation Enduring Freedom, and SEA
DRAGON.
HT2 Price passed away on 11 May 08 in his barracks. He
was a dedicated sailor and will be missed.

Celebrating 30 Years of LCAC Knowledge!

photo courtesy Guy Beckley

Members of the LCAC Community celebrate BMCS Cook’s retirement in Little Creek, VA. Front row: Capt Joe Green,
FORCM(BMCM) James Monroe, GSCS Antonio Bengson, Second row sitting: BMC Chuck Switzer, ENC Charlie Fagg, BMCS
Leonard Norman, BMCS Mark Geeslin, GSCS Randy Howell, and BMCS Guy Beckley. Third row sitting: QMC Jimmy Newman,
QMC Joe Grant, BMCS Frank Cook, BMCM Walt Green, GSCS Dave Luther, OSCM Buchanan, and OSCS Gary Perrigo.
Back row, standing: BMC Bob Keenan, (hidden) QMC Mike Gilbert, BMCS Roy Lipponen, CAPT. Doug Keiler GSEC Todd Smith,
GSCS "Hotty" Scotty Sones, OSC Ron Keller, BMCS Mike Alderson, GSMC Kevin Gerber, GSMC Skip Whitemore,
QM1 Scott Bell , GSMC Hank Reisenbechler, GSM1 Jerry Faircloth, BMC Tony Surrat and an unknown friend.
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The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the Department of the Navy. Articles, letters, queries, and comments
should be directed to: Department of the Navy, Program Executive Office Ships, Attn: Code PMS377J, 1333 Issac Hull Avenue,
SE, Washington Navy Yard, DC 20376-2101.
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